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Preface

About This Guide

This guide describes the implementation and administration of RSA OneStep, 
particularly the OneStep CGI program, the use of the CMP server, and the use of the 
RSA Authentication Manager and Authentication Broker API. It is intended for 
developers and other trusted personnel. Do not make this guide available to the 
general user population.

RSA OneStep Documentation

For more information about RSA OneStep, see the following documentation:

Readme. Provides information about what is new and changed in this release, as 
well as workarounds for known issues. The latest version of the Readme is 
available from RSA SecurCare Online: https://knowledge.rsasecurity.com.

Developer’s Guide. Provides information about developing custom programs 
using the RSA OneStep application programming interfaces (APIs).

Related Documentation

For more information about products related to RSA OneStep, see the following:

RSA Certificate Manager documentation set. The full documentation set for 
RSA Certificate Manager is included in the \Documentation directory of the 
RSA Certificate Manager CD.

RSA Registration Manager documentation set. The full documentation set for 
RSA Registration Manager is included in the \Documentation directory of the 
RSA Registration Manager CD.

RSA Solutions Gallery. RSA has worked with a number of manufacturers to 
qualify products that work with RSA products. Qualified third-party products 
include virtual private network (VPN) and remote access servers (RAS), routers, 
web servers, and many more. To access the directory, including implementation 
guides and other information, go to www.securedbyrsa.com.
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Getting Support and Service

RSA SecurCare Online offers a knowledgebase that contains answers to common 
questions and solutions to known problems. It also offers information on new releases, 
important technical news, and software downloads.

The RSA Solutions Gallery provides information about third-party hardware and 
software products that the Secured by RSA Certified Partner Program has certified to 
work with RSA products. The directory includes Implementation Guides with 
step-by-step instructions and other information about interoperation of RSA products 
with these third-party products.

Before You Call Customer Support

Make sure you have direct access to the computer running the RSA OneStep software.

Please have the following information available when you call:

 Your RSA Customer/License ID. You can find this number on the license 
certificate that shipped with the product or on the label of the license CD, as 
applicable.

 RSA OneStep software version and build number. 

 The make and model of the machine on which the problem occurs.

 The name and version of the operating system under which the problem occurs.

RSA SecurCare Online https://knowledge.rsasecurity.com

Customer Support Information www.rsa.com/support

RSA Solutions Gallery www.securedbyrsa.com
8 Preface
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1 Overview of RSA OneStep

RSA® OneStep is an optional plug-in for RSA Certificate Manager and 
RSA Registration Manager that enables you to automatically issue certificates in 
response to users’ certificate requests (autovetting). The “OneStep” name reflects its 
ability to authenticate, approve, and install an end-entity certificate in one automatic 
operation, without manual intervention by a Vettor.

Two OneStep-enabled applications are available:

• OneStep CGI program

• Certificate Manager CMP Server

OneStep uses plug-ins to automate the process of certificate enrollment. The OneStep 
package includes ready-made CMP plug-ins. The OneStep CGI package includes 
plug-in samples for demonstration purposes (including source code), and an API for 
developing plug-ins to suit the individual needs of your enterprise.

CMP plug-ins that work out of the box

CMP Flat File Plug-In Authenticates end users based on KeyIDs stored in a flat 
file.

CMP-Certificate Manager 
Plug-In

Authenticates end users based on KeyIDs stored in a 
Certificate Manager or Registration Manager 
installation.

CGI plug-in samples for demonstration purposes

CGI Flat File Plug-In Sample Authenticates end users based on passwords stored in a 
flat file.

CGI LDAP Plug-In Sample Authenticates end users based on a shared secret stored 
in an LDAP server.

CGI Authentication Plug-In 
Sample

Authenticates end users using RSA SecurID two-factor 
authentication to an RSA Authentication Manager, 
shared secret LDAP attributes, or a flat file.
1: Overview of RSA OneStep 9
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In addition to the CGI program and plug-in samples, the OneStep CGI package also 
includes the following components, which are described in greater detail in this 
chapter.

Note: Throughout this guide, the terms “end user” and “end-entity” are used to 
describe the person or entity that makes a request to a CA for a certificate. The term 
“developer” is used to describe the individual or entity using or developing OneStep 
plug-ins to autovet requests from end-entities.

The following figure shows the general architecture layout of OneStep and its 
interaction with Certificate Manager or Registration Manager (certificates) and 
Authentication Manager (authentication).

OneStep Architecture

Component Description

OneStep API Provides the functions to build a plug-in to customize 
Certificate Manager or Registration Manager with existing 
authentication and certificate attribute retrieval procedures.

HTML templates Provide a customizable GUI interface for the OneStep CGI 
program.

Authentication Broker Facilitates strong multi-factor authentication to an 
Authentication Manager through the use of SecurID tokens.

Authentication Broker API Provides a programmatic interface to the Authentication 
Broker.
10 1: Overview of RSA OneStep
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Comparing Processes

Instead of relying on manual authentication by a Vettor, you can use OneStep to 
automate the procedure and to utilize existing authentication databases or technologies 
to issue certificates. The following two figures compare a manual web-based 
certificate enrollment process to the OneStep CGI process.

Manual Web-Based Certificate Enrollment Process

OneStep CGI Process*

* In OneStep, authentication refers to matching the information entered in the 
Certificate Enrollment page with information in a database, file, or server. 
Authentication in this context does not refer to an independent process for verifying 
the identity of the end user. If it is important to independently authenticate end-user 
identities for a CA, you should not implement OneStep for that CA.

Request a certificate
by entering the required

information on the
certificate enrollment 

page.

Authenticate the
identity of the end user.

Display the certificate
enrollment form to the

vettor.

Follow the procedures in
the e-mail to retrieve the

certificate.

Follow the procedures in
the browser to install the

certificate.

Approve the end user's
certificate.

Send an e-mail to the
end user containing

instructions for retrieving
the certificate.

End-User Actions
RSA Certificate Manager
Actions Vettor Actions

Request a certificate
by entering the required

information on the
certificate enrollment

page.

No action required.

Authenticate the
end user's identity.*

Retrieve certificate
attributes (optional).

Install the certificate
in the end user's 

browser.

End-User Actions
RSA Certificate Manager
Actions Vettor Actions
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How RSA OneStep Works

OneStep provides two methods for leveraging existing authentication technologies 
with Certificate Manager and Registration Manager to issue certificates automatically. 
The methods are OneStep-enabled CMP and a CGI program. You can build custom 
CGI and CMP plug-ins using the OneStep API, and you can use the ready-made CMP 
plug-ins provided in the Certificate Manager package.

The RSA OneStep CGI Program

You can develop custom CGI plug-ins using the OneStep API. Examples of possible 
implementations include:

• Requesting a social security number and personal identification number (PIN), 
and verifying that against a personnel database

• Requesting a user name and SecurID passcode, and communicating with an 
Authentication Manager for SecurID authentication

These examples can be implemented using the HTML templates and the OneStep CGI 
program, which handles the details of browser key generation, acquisition of HTML 
form name/value pairs, certificate generation, and certificate delivery to the end user’s 
browser.

The OneStep CGI program contains three sample plug-ins for demonstration and 
training purposes. Although OneStep CGI plug-ins can be written to accommodate a 
variety of existing policies and technologies, the basic process is essentially the same. 
The process begins when the end user submits a certificate request by entering 
information such as user name and password on the Certificate Enrollment page. The 
OneStep CGI program then performs the following four basic tasks automatically:

1. The OneStep CGI program receives a request from the end user and calls the 
plug-in.

2. The plug-in verifies and authenticates the end user’s identity based on a flat file, 
LDAP directory, database, Authentication Manager, or other authentication 
technology.

3. The plug-in retrieves the certificate attributes from a flat file, LDAP directory, 
database, or other data store, and returns them to the OneStep CGI program.

4. The OneStep CGI program issues the certificate through Certificate Manager or 
Registration Manager, and installs it into the end user’s browser.

These tasks are explained in greater detail below. For a detailed discussion of the 
plug-in interface, see Chapter 2, “RSA OneStep API.”

1. Receiving a request from the end user and calling the plug-in. 
The OneStep CGI program receives the HTML form input submitted from the end 
user’s web browser, places it in an easy-to-use structure, and parses that structure 
to a plug-in.

2. Verifying and authenticating the end user’s identity.
The OneStep plug-in attempts to authenticate the identity of the end user by using 
the information contained in a flat file, LDAP server, Authentication Manager, or 
other authentication technology.
12 1: Overview of RSA OneStep
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Authenticating the End User’s Identity

If authentication succeeds, the OneStep plug-in proceeds to the next step, 
retrieving certificate attributes.
If authentication fails, the plug-in returns the KCSOSE_FAILURE result code. 
This instructs the OneStep CGI program to send the HTML file referenced by the 
KCSOSC_AUTHFAIL_PAGE name and display it through the end user’s web 
browser, without attempting to generate a certificate.

3. Retrieving certificate attributes. 
If authentication succeeds, the plug-in retrieves certificate attributes, such as the 
end user’s organizational unit, location, or full name. As shown in the following 
figure, certificate attributes can generally be retrieved from a flat file, from an 
LDAP directory (Authentication Manager does not contain certificate attributes), 
or from some other source.

Retrieving Certificate Attributes

If retrieval of certificate attributes succeeds, the plug-in returns 
KCSOSE_GENERATE_CERTIFICATE to the OneStep CGI program.
If retrieval of certificate attributes fails, the plug-in returns 
KCSOSE_INTERNAL. This instructs the OneStep CGI program to send the 
HTML file referenced by the KCSOSC_ERROR_PAGE name and display it 
through the end user’s web browser.

End user submits a
certificate enrollment form

Flat file

RSA OneStep CGI
program

RSA OneStep
plug-in

LDAP directory

RSA OneStep
plug-in

RSA OneStep
plug-in

Other

RSA OneStep
plug-in

Authentication Broker 
API

Authentication Broker

RSA 
Authentication

Manager

RSA
OneStep
plug-in

RSA
OneStep
plug-in

RSA
OneStep
plug-in

Flat file LDAP
directory

Other
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4. Installing the certificate in the end user’s web browser. 
The OneStep CGI program sends the preapproved request to Certificate Manager. 
Certificate Manager then issues the certificate and sends it to the OneStep CGI 
program. As shown in the following figure, the OneStep CGI program installs the 
certificate in the end user’s web browser. It also displays the HTML file 
referenced by the KCSOSC_GENERATE_PAGE name in the end user’s web 
browser.

Installing the Certificate in the End User’s Web Browser

Note: For Microsoft Internet Explorer browsers, specific VBScript code and the 
XEnroll.cab object are needed to enroll for and install the certificate. Sample files 
are included in the OneStep CGI package.

Multiple-Factor Authentication

When the end user uses an authentication procedure that requires additional 
information, the plug-in can return KCSOSE_ADVANCE. This instructs the 
OneStep CGI program to return the HTML file referenced by the 
KCSOSC_ADVANCE_PAGE name, and request additional information from the end 
user.

For example, when using the Authentication sample plug-in solution, the 
OneStep CGI program works in conjunction with the Authentication Broker to 
authenticate end users through Authentication Manager. Authentication Manager 
provides strong two-factor authentication using PINs and token numbers. In certain 
circumstances, the end user needs to provide more information to be authenticated. 
For a detailed description of the Authentication Broker and its API, see 
Chapter 5, “RSA OneStep CGI Program with Authentication Broker.”

The CMP Server

You can use the ready-made CMP plug-ins provided in the Certificate Manager 
package. Unlike the CGI plug-ins, the CMP plug-ins are ready to use out of the box, 
and do not require separate installation or configuration procedures. The CMP 
plug-ins are architecturally different from the CGI plug-in samples, and the two types 
of plug-ins cannot be interchanged. For more information about the CMP plug-ins, see 
Chapter 6, “The CMP Solution.”

End user's web
browser

RSA OneStep CGI
program
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Planning Your RSA Certificate Manager Implementation

The first step in developing a OneStep solution is to plan the Certificate Manager or 
Registration Manager implementation. Make sure that security issues have been 
addressed, that Certificate Manager or Registration Manager is installed, that 
RSA Key Recovery Manager is installed if it will be used, and that at least one CA 
and an associated Jurisdiction have been created. These issues are described in greater 
detail in the following sections.

Note: In order for the OneStep CGI program to support key-recoverable encryption 
certificates, Key Recovery Manager must be installed and configured before installing 
the OneStep CGI program.

It is assumed that you have working knowledge of HTML, CGI programs, and shared 
objects (.so) for Solaris and Linux, or dynamic libraries (.dll) for Windows. Refer to 
an appropriate resource if you need more information about HTML, CGI programs, or 
developing shared objects or dynamic libraries.

Security Issues

Any implementation using OneStep should be consistent with your company’s 
existing security policies and practices.

The three sample CGI plug-ins provided with the OneStep CGI package are training 
tools designed to assist you as a developer in becoming familiar with the OneStep 
process. Used as is, they are not necessarily secure. An example is the CGI LDAP 
sample plug-in, which sends data in cleartext, rather than making a secure SSL 
connection to the LDAP directory server or using an algorithm to create a 
cryptographic hash of the data. Although the use of cleartext makes the demonstration 
simpler, it may be a breach of security to do this as a general business practice without 
taking necessary network security precautions. It is possible to modify this sample 
plug-in for secure use with RSA BSAFE® toolkits. (For more information about 
BSAFE products, go to www.rsa.com.) RSA Professional Services can assist in the 
development and deployment of secure solutions.

Another secure implementation would be to store the cryptographic hash of the data 
on the LDAP server, and have the plug-in obtain that data over a secure SSL 
connection to the LDAP server and compare it to the cryptographic hash of the data 
entered by the user.

Important: The sample CGI plug-ins are designed to demonstrate how to interface to 
an RSA licensed development product. You have permission to use, modify, 
reproduce, and distribute the CGI demonstration files (including any modified 
version), provided that you agree that RSA has no warranty, implied or otherwise, or 
liability for these demonstration files or any modified version.
1: Overview of RSA OneStep 15
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RSA OneStep CGI Requirements

You must install Certificate Manager or Registration Manager prior to installing the 
OneStep CGI program. To utilize key recovery functionality, you must also install the 
Key Recovery Manager prior to installing the OneStep CGI program. 

The APIs documented in this guide are designed to interoperate with Certificate 
Manager and Registration Manager. To use the CMP solution, you do not need to 
install the OneStep CGI program. Certificate Manager contains the CMP Server and 
CMP plug-ins.

Browser Support

The OneStep CGI program supports web-based certificate enrollment with the 
following browsers:

• Microsoft Internet Explorer 4.1 to 9.0

• Mozilla Firefox 2.0 to 3.6.13

• Mozilla 1.7

RSA Keon Web Passport Compatibility

RSA Keon Web PassPort 1.1 issues certificates from Certificate Manager through the 
OneStep CGI program. The plug-in and HTML files specific to RSA Keon Web 
PassPort 1.1 are installed using the OneStep plug-in component of the Keon Web 
PassPort server installation kit. For more information on certificate issuance 
interoperability between RSA Keon Web PassPort 1.1 and Certificate Manager 
through the OneStep CGI program, see the RSA Keon Web PassPort 1.1 User’s Guide.

Important: The OneStep packages for RSA Keon Web PassPort 1.0 and later are not 
compatible with the RSA OneStep 6.9 CGI program or with RSA Certificate 
Manager 6.9. If you plan to install a Keon Web PassPort OneStep package into an 
RSA OneStep 6.9 CGI installation or an RSA Certificate Manager 6.9 installation, 
contact RSA Customer Support.

Establishing a Certificate Authority

To implement a OneStep solution, you must establish a certificate authority (CA) and 
Jurisdiction that are configured to support the applications that you plan to develop 
using the OneStep API. For information about how to create, configure, or reconfigure 
a CA or Jurisdiction, see the RSA Certificate Manager Administrator’s Guide.
16 1: Overview of RSA OneStep
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Installing the RSA OneStep CGI Program

The OneStep CGI program can be installed as part of an existing Certificate Manager 
or Registration Manager installation, or as a separate enrollment authority using a 
third-party web server. For more information on using OneStep with a third-party web 
server, contact RSA Professional Services.

The OneStep CGI program is essentially an enrollment authority that does not need to 
be installed on the same machine as either Certificate Manager or Registration 
Manager. It does require a web server that supports CGI to facilitate communication 
with end users’ web browsers. Both Certificate Manager and Registration Manager 
contain a web server that can be configured to facilitate the OneStep CGI program. 
Other web servers, such as Microsoft Internet Information Server, Sun Java Web 
Server 6.1 (formerly Sun ONE Web Server), and Apache Web Server, can also 
facilitate the OneStep CGI program.

Installation Procedure

If you are installing OneStep on a third-party web server, before you install OneStep, 
complete the following tasks:

• Install the RSA BSAFE SSL-C 2.8.5.1 library files.

• Enable SSL 3.0 and TLS 1.0 in your browser.

For instructions, see “Preparing to Install” in the chapter “Installing RSA Certificate 
Manager” in the RSA Certificate Manager Installation Guide.

The installation procedure consists of four tasks:

1. Unpacking the OneStepfiles, if needed.

2. Creating and setting up a CA and Jurisdiction for the OneStep CGI program at the 
Certificate Manager installation.

3. Requesting and retrieving an SSL certificate to allow the OneStep CGI program to 
issue certificates to end users.

4. Configuring the OneStep CGI program, and configuring the web server to allow 
the OneStep CGI program and HTML files to be accessed by end users.

Unpacking the RSA OneStep CGI Program

1. In Certificate Manager or Registration Manager, the OneStep files are installed by 
default when Certificate Manager or Registration Manager, respectively, is 
installed. The directory path is /installed-dir/ WebServer/OneStep.
For other web servers, unzip or untar the OneStep archive on the Certificate 
Manager CD or Registration Manager CD to a location where it can be configured 
for access by the web server.
For a description of the /OneStep directory, see Appendix A, “RSA OneStep File 
Reference.”
1: Overview of RSA OneStep 17
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2. To install OneStep on Solaris or Linux, set the file ownership of the /OneStep 
directory and files to the same user and group selected when you installed 
Certificate Manager, Registration Manager, or a third party web server, namely:

chown -R user:group OneStep/

For more information:

• About the Certificate Manager installation user and group, see the 
RSA Certificate Manager Installation Guide. 

• About the Registration Manager installation user and group, see the 
RSA Registration Manager Installation Guide.

Creating and Setting Up a CA and Jurisdiction

From the CA Operations workbench on the Certificate Manager Administration 
Server, an Administrator must create and set up a CA and Jurisdiction that will be used 
for OneStep CGI requests. Alternatively, you can use a CA and Jurisdiction that have 
already been created and set up for your Certificate Manager installation. The 
Jurisdiction is specified when issuing the OneStep SSL certificate in step 3 of 
“Requesting and Retrieving an SSL Certificate.”

Important: OneStep cannot issue certificates for the System CA or Administrative 
CA, which are generated during Certificate Manager installation. For more 
information about setting up CAs and Jurisdictions, see the RSA Certificate Manager 
Administrator’s Guide.

To create a new CA: 

1. At Certificate Manager, click CA Operations.

2. Under Local CAs, click create. 

3. Continue as described in the RSA Certificate Manager Administrator’s Guide.
RSA recommends that you fill in at least one field for the CA subject 
Distinguished Name (DN). The Common Name field or the Organizational Name 
field are logical choices, although any of the other fields can be chosen as well.

Requesting and Retrieving an SSL Certificate

1. Modify the /OneStep/setup/setupSSL.conf file with the parameters needed for 
your installation. The setupSSL.conf file contains comments explaining each 
parameter.
The request-source parameter (ssl-RS) used to identify the request at the 
Certificate Manager installation must be unique for each request, must begin with 
RSAOneStep, and should have the following format:

RSAOneStep:client_hostname:server_hostname[:date[,time]]

For example, RSAOneStep:webserver.example.com:rcm.example.com 
:9/26/2007,15:54:29
If you want to generate PKCS #11 keys, uncomment the ssl-cryptoType, 
keygenSlot, and CryptoProvider parameters. Modify the values as needed, 
specifying 1 as the slot number if your provider is nCipher.
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Note: The ssl-CN common name value in the setupSSL.conf file must be 
OneStep Client.

2. Use the setupSSL command-line tool to create a public/private key pair and 
request the SSL certificate from the Certificate Manager installation. Execute the 
following command from the /OneStep/setup directory:

setupSSL -d2 -request setupSSL.conf

If you uncommented the ssl-cryptoType parameter to use a hardware private key, 
or if you want to encrypt the software private key, use the -p option to specify a 
passphrase:

setupSSL -d2 -request -p passphrase setupSSL.conf

Do not use spaces, tabs, or other whitespace characters in the passphrase.

Important: If you specify a cryptographic provider, that cryptographic provider 
path must be specified by your OneStep CGI plug-in for every OneStep 
enrollment. It is specified in the KCSOSD_CRYPTO_PROVIDERS name/value 
pair.

If you specify a passphrase, that passphrase must be specified by your OneStep 
CGI plug-in for every OneStep enrollment. It is specified in the 
KCSOSD_SSLKEY_PASSPHRASE name/value pair. 

For more information about name/value pairs, see Chapter 2, “RSA OneStep 
API.”

CAUTION: The security of the SSL key and the SSL key passphrase (if used) is an 
issue. To ensure security, the /OneStep/ssl/private directory and the onestep.key 
file should only be readable by the user under which the web server runs. Also, if 
you are using a passphrase, the passphrase should not be saved in cleartext to the 
file system. It should be disguised to deter security breaches. Consult your 
corporate information security policies or information security personnel.

The setupSSL tool creates the /OneStep/ssl/private/onestep.key file, sends the 
request for the SSL certificate to the Certificate Manager installation, and displays 
a success message.

3. From the Certificate Manager Administration Server, have your Administrator 
approve your request from the request active list in the Installation field of the 
Administrator Operations workbench.

Important: Your administrator must create the Jurisdiction (and associated CA) 
before issuing the OneStep SSL certificate. (See “Creating and Setting Up a CA 
and Jurisdiction” on page 18.)
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4. Use the setupSSL tool to retrieve the certificate from the Certificate Manager 
installation by executing the following command from the /OneStep/setup 
directory:

setupSSL -d2 -retrieve setupSSL.conf

It is not necessary to provide the passphrase for the retrieval of the certificate.

Configuring the RSA OneStep CGI Program and Web Server

1. Verify that the /OneStep/conf/onestep.conf file contains the parameters needed to 
connect to your Certificate Manager installation. 

2. Do one of the following:

• For Certificate Manager or Registration Manager, configure the Enrollment 
Server virtualhost in /WebServer/conf/httpd.conf by removing the leading 
#s in the following lines:
###
# RSA OneStep CGI directives
###

#ScriptAlias /OneStep/cgi-bin 
"installed-dir\WebServer\OneStep\cgi-bin"
#Alias /OneStep 
"installed-dir\WebServer\OneStep\htmldocs"

#<Directory "installed-dir\WebServer\OneStep\cgi-bin">
#  Options None
#  AllowOverride None
#</Directory>

#<Directory "installed-dir\WebServer\OneStep\htmldocs">
#  Options None
#  AllowOverride None
#</Directory>

Note: Originally, many CGIs were scripts, rather than actual executables. The 
scriptalias setting ensures that the OneStep CGI program executes properly 
and the output of that execution is sent back to the client.

• For other web servers, configure the web server with its analogs to the alias 
and scriptalias configuration settings for the /OneStep/htmldocs and 
/OneStep/cgi-bin directories, respectively. The term “alias” refers to the 
modification made to the web server’s configuration to map a URL pathname 
to a directory on the file system. The term “scriptalias” is similar to “alias”, 
but also allows CGIs to run as programs, rather than being displayed like a 
web page.

Important: Server-side SSL should be used to ensure that user authentication 
data such as user names and passwords are protected in transit from the users’ 
browsers to the OneStep CGI program. The OneStep CGI program should not 
be accessible over a non-SSL connection.
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3. Do one of the following:

• For Certificate Manager or Registration Manager, restart the Web Server by 
using the STOP and START scripts on Solaris or Linux, or by stopping and 
starting the Certificate Manager or Registration Manager Administration 
Server from the Windows Services dialog box. (For more information, see the 
RSA Certificate Manager Administrator’s Guide or the RSA Registration 
Manager Administrator’s Guide.)

• For other web servers, if needed, after configuring the settings, restart the web 
server as described in the documentation for the particular web server.

For information about developing and using a plug-in using the CGI program, see 
Chapter 4, “The RSA OneStep CGI Program.”

Installing the CMP Server

The CMP Server is automatically installed as part of Certificate Manager. It does not 
require manual intervention, other than deciding on options presented during the 
installation procedure.

A default port number is established on which the CMP server listens for requests. 
During the installation procedure, you have the option of specifying an alternative to 
the default port number (829). All CMP directories and files are automatically 
installed.

For more information about the CMP server, see the RSA Certificate Manager 
Administrator’s Guide.

For information about configuring a ready-to-use plug-in using the CMP server, see 
Chapter 6, “The CMP Solution.”

Upgrading an RSA OneStep Implementation

To upgrade a OneStep implementation:

1. Recompile your custom OneStep plug-in with the RSA OneStep 6.9 API library.

2. Back up the existing .html files in the /OneStep/htmldocs directory.

3. Copy all the files from the /OneStep/samples/htmldocs directory to the 
/OneStep/htmldocs directory.

Important: You must use the RSA OneStep 6.9 HTML pages. Do not use an 
earlier version of the OneStep HTML pages.

4. If you customized any HTML pages, re-create your customizations in the HTML 
pages found in the /OneStep/htmldocs directory. 

Note: If you are upgrading from a version of OneStep earlier than 6.7 build415, 
save the root CA certificate of the issuing CA chain to the /OneStep/htmldocs 
directory. For instructions, see “Saving the Root CA Certificate to a File” on 
page 60.
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5. Test the newly recompiled OneStep plug-in with the RSA OneStep 6.9 CGI.

6. Deploy the upgraded OneStep solution with RSA Certificate Manager 6.9.
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2 RSA OneStep API

The RSA OneStep API enables you to build custom software plug-ins to interface 
existing authentication technologies with OneStep-enabled applications. This chapter 
presents the structure, functions, and constants of the OneStep plug-in API contained 
in the onestepAPI.h C language header file:

• The KCSOSNVInterface structure and its four callback functions: InsertEntry, 
DeleteEntry, FetchValueByName, and FetchEntryByIndex

• The three API functions, KCSOSInitialize(), KCSOSExchange(), and 
KCSOSFinalize(), which plug-ins must export

• The constants defined in the header file onestepAPI.h (reserved names and return 
values)

KCSOSNVInterface Structure

The KCSOSNVInterface structure contains an opaque handle, or pointer, for 
referencing the name/value pairs. It also contains function pointers for manipulating 
data. A pointer to the KCSOSNVInterface structure is provided as a parameter to the 
KCSOSExchange() function.

Four callback functions in this structure are provided to the plug-in. You can use these 
four functions to manipulate the list of name/value pairs (KCSOSNVList) by 
inserting, deleting, and retrieving individual name/value pairs as needed. The OneStep 
CGI program creates the list (KCSOSNVList) from the name/value pairs sent from the 
Certificate Enrollment page. Members of the KCSOSNVInterface structure, including 
the four callback functions, are described in the following section, “Members.”

The declaration of KCSOSNVInterface is as follows: 

typedef void *KCSOSNVList;

typedef struct
{

KCSOSNVList NVlist;

int (*InsertEntry)
(

KCSOSNVList NVlist,
const char *pszName,
const unsigned char *pszValue,
unsigned int iLengthValue

);

int (*DeleteEntry)
(

KCSOSNVList NVlist,
const char *pszName

);
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int (*FetchValueByName)
(

KCSOSNVList NVlist,
const char *pszName,
unsigned char *pszValue,
unsigned int *iLengthValue

);

int (*FetchEntryByIndex)
(

KCSOSNVList NVlist,
unsigned int iIndex,
char *pszName,
unsigned int *iLengthName,
unsigned char *pszValue,
unsigned int *iLengthValue

);

} KCSOSNVInterface;

Members

The members of the KCSOSNVInterface structure are:

NVlist. An opaque pointer to the list of name/value pairs.

InsertEntry. Inserts a new name/value pair into the list. If an entry with the same 
name is already present in the list, this routine overwrites the value. 

DeleteEntry. Deletes a name/value pair from the list.

Note: If a required name does not have a value, the OneStep CGI program 
generates an error when it tries to generate the certificate. Therefore, to change a 
required name, do not call DeleteEntry without a subsequent call to InsertEntry to 
insert a new value. 

FetchValueByName. Fetches the value of the named entry and stores a copy in 
the pszValue buffer provided by the caller. The plug-in should first call this 
function with a NULL value for pszValue. The function stores the required size 
for the buffer. The plug-in can then dynamically allocate space for pszValue and 
call FetchValueByName again.

FetchEntryByIndex. Fetches both the name and value, and stores copies into 
buffers provided by the caller given the index. The index ranges from zero to one 
less than the number of entries in the KCSOSNVList. A plug-in can fetch all 
name/value pairs in the list by starting at index 0 and increasing the index until the 
function returns the KCSOSE_NOMATCH error reply. If the plug-in calls this 
function with NULL values for pszName and pszValue, the function stores the 
required sizes for the buffers in iLengthName and iLengthValue. The plug-in can 
then dynamically allocate space for pszName and pszValue and call this function 
again.
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Note: InsertEntry, DeleteEntry, FetchValueByName, and FetchEntryByIndex always 
assume pszName to be a null-terminated string. pszValue may be null-terminated, and 
if so, iLengthValue must include the terminal null character.

In FetchValueByName and FetchEntryByIndex, the length parameter serves a dual 
purpose. The plug-in initializes the value to the buffer size, and the function updates 
the value to indicate how many bytes were actually copied into the buffer.

RSA OneStep API Functions

This section describes the three OneStep API functions:

• KCSOSInitialize

• KCSOSExchange

• KCSOSFinalize

KCSOSInitialize

Prototype
int KCSOSInitialize ( void **context, int *iVersion );

Purpose

The OneStep program calls this procedure to allow the plug-in to initialize. 
KCSOSInitialize() also returns the status of the initialization.

KCSOSInitialize() is a plug-in API function. It must be both implemented in the 
plug-in and exported. The OneStep program loads the plug-in and calls this function.

Parameters

context This output parameter allows the plug-in to initialize and retain state 
across function calls. The OneStep program treats this as an opaque pointer and passes 
it back to the plug-in as a parameter to the KCSOSExchange() and KCSOSFinalize() 
functions.

iVersion This input/output parameter is a pointer to the plug-in protocol version 
number for version number negotiation. The OneStep program passes the highest 
version of the protocol it supports. The plug-in must return KCSOSE_VERSION if it 
is incompatible with the version indicated by the OneStep program, and it must set the 
value of KCSOSE_VERSION to the version number with which it is compatible. 

This parameter supports future interoperability by providing a way for the plug-in and 
OneStep program to negotiate an API version. Version numbers are defined in 
onestepAPI.h. The supported versions are KCSOSV_VERSION_4, 
KCSOSV_VERSION_5, and KCSOSV_VERSION_6.

Version 5 and 6 plug-ins add a parameter to the KCSOSFinalize() function that 
version 4 plug-ins don’t have. For more information, see “KCSOSFinalize” on 
page 27. Version 6 plug-ins handle key recovery differently than version 4 and 5 
plug-ins do. For more information, see “Key Recovery Parameters” on page 33.
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Return Values

If successful, returns KCSOSE_SUCCESS. If not, returns KCSOSE_FAILURE.

If the plug-in is incompatible with the OneStep program, returns 
KCSOSE_VERSION.

KCSOSExchange

Prototype
int KCSOSExchange ( void *context, KCSOSNVInterface *pInterface);

Purpose

The KCSOSExchange() function validates the end user’s identity and uses the 
callback functions to manipulate name/value pairs in the KCSOSNVList object. 
Name/value pairs from the certificate enrollment may be examined, replaced, or 
deleted. Additional name/value pairs may be inserted.

KCSOSExchange() is a plug-in API function. It must be implemented in the plug-in 
and exported. The OneStep program loads the plug-in and calls this function.

Parameters

context This input parameter is the plug-in context initialized in 
KCSOSInitialize(). This may be a pointer to a linked list, a data file, or whatever the 
plug-in requires.

pInterface This input parameter points to the KCSOSNVInterface structure. This 
structure contains the list of name/value pairs and pointers to the callback functions 
for manipulating these name/value pairs. 

Return Values

If authentication is successful, returns KCSOSE_GENERATE_CERTIFICATE. This 
causes the OneStep program to interface with RSA Certificate Manager to generate a 
certificate and deliver it to the end user. Using the OneStep CGI program, if certificate 
generation is successful, the next page loaded is the one specified by 
KCSOSC_GENERATE_PAGE.

If authentication requires additional data, returns KCSOSE_ADVANCE. This causes 
the OneStep program to advance without certificate generation. Using the OneStep 
CGI program, the next page loaded is the one specified by 
KCSOSC_ADVANCE_PAGE.

If authentication is unsuccessful, returns KCSOSE_FAILURE. The OneStep CGI 
program loads the page specified by KCSOSC_AUTHFAIL_PAGE, without 
generating a certificate.

If any other value is returned, the OneStep CGI program loads the page specified by 
KCSOSC_ERROR_PAGE, without generating a certificate.
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KCSOSFinalize

Prototype

In version 4 plug-ins:

void KCSOSFinalize ( void **context, int iStatus);

In version 5 and 6 plug-ins:

void KCSOSFinalize ( void **context, int iStatus, 
int onestepStatus);

Purpose

The KCSOSFinalize() function allows the plug-in to terminate by freeing memory, 
closing files or closing database connections.

KCSOSFinalize() is a plug-in API function. It must be both implemented in the 
plug-in and exported. The OneStep program loads the plug-in and calls this function.

Parameters

context This input parameter is the plug-in context.

iStatus This input parameter is the return code from the last KCSOSExchange() 
call.

onestepStatus This input parameter is the return code from the OneStep 
certificate signing process.

Return Values

There are none.

Constants

The onestepAPI.h file defines reserved names and return values. Names can be used 
as the pszName parameter for the callback functions. Using the OneStep CGI 
program, names can also appear in HTML code.

Names are described in the following section. Integer return values are described in 
“Return Values” on page 37.

Reserved Names

OneStep programs interpret name/value pairs that start with the characters “KCSOS.” 
These are reserved names. Developer-defined names are also stored in the name/value 
pair list (NVlist) by the OneStep CGI program and can be accessed through the 
callback functions. Developer-defined names are not interpreted by the OneStep CGI 
program.
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The following codes are specific to OneStep:

• Error codes begin with KCSOSE_, such as KCSOSE_SUCCESS

• Data codes begin with KCSOSD_, such as KCSOSD_VALIDITY

• Control codes begin with KCSOSC_, such as KCSOSC_ALIAS

• Value codes begin with KCSOSV_, such as KCSOSV_VERSION_6

The following tables document supported names and their corresponding 
interpretation by the OneStep CGI program. The names are categorized by how they 
affect control operations and pass certificate attributes.

For information about names and their corresponding interpretation by the CMP 
server, see Chapter 6, “The CMP Solution.”

Required Names

The following name/value pairs are required for the OneStep CGI program to operate.

Name Description

KCSOSC_ALIAS Identifies which plug-in to load. The value of the name 
consists of the filename of the plug-in, from which the 
directory prefixes have been stripped. This allows multiple 
plug-ins to coexist simultaneously on the same system. This 
name is required for each certificate request.

KCSOSD_JURISDICTION The name of the Jurisdiction to use for certificate 
generation. If more than one Jurisdiction with the specified 
name exists, the behavior is undefined.

KCSOSD_JURISDICTION_ID The unique identifier of the Jurisdiction to use for certificate 
generation. This value overrides the value for 
KCSOSD_JURISDICTION and is required if 
KCSOSD_JURISDICTION is not specified.

KCSOSD_EMAIL_ALTNAME The end user’s RFC 822 e-mail address used in the 
rfc822Name of the subjectAltName extension of the 
generated certificate. This certificate attribute and 
KCSOSD_EMAIL_DN are optional for each certificate 
request.

KCSOSD_EMAIL_DN The end user’s RFC 822 e-mail address used in the Subject 
Distinguished Name of the generated certificate. It provides 
for S/MIMEv2 support for older client programs. This 
certificate attribute and KCSOSD_EMAIL_ALTNAME are 
optional for each certificate request.

KCSOSD_COMMONNAME The end user’s full name used in the Subject Distinguished 
Name of the generated certificate. This certificate attribute is 
optional for each certificate request.
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Names Supplied by the Browser

The following names are required for certificate generation. They should be supplied 
by the enrollment page, not by the plug-in, because the end user’s browser creates the 
key pair.

SSL Key Decryption Parameter

If you specify a cryptographic provider for the OneStep CGI program SSL LDAP 
private key, the cryptographic provider path must be supplied for every certificate 
request. If you specify a passphrase for the OneStep CGI program SSL LDAP private 
key, that passphrase must be supplied for every certificate request.

KCSOSD_GIVENNAME The end user’s given name used in the Subject 
Distinguished Name of the generated certificate. This 
certificate attribute is optional for each certificate request.

KCSOSD_SURNAME The end user’s last name used in the Subject Distinguished 
Name of the generated certificate. This certificate attribute is 
optional for each certificate request.

Name Description/Value

KCSOSD_PUBLICKEY The public key of the end user to be placed in the generated 
certificate. The format of the public key depends on the browser 
being used. For Microsoft Internet Explorer browsers, the key is in 
the PKCS #10 generated by XEnroll.cab. For Mozilla Firefox and 
Mozilla browsers, the key is in SubjectPublicKeyInfo format. The 
PKCS #10 is parsed, and only the SubjectPublicKeyInfo is used. 
The remaining values in the PKCS #10, such as Subject 
Distinguished Name, attributes, and so on, are ignored. These 
values must be specified in the other name/value pairs.

Name Description/Value

KCSOSD_CRYPTO_PROVIDERS This value indicates the PKCS#11 provider path needed 
to decrypt the SSL key. The value is required only for 
HSM-based SSL keys.

KCSOSD_SSLKEY_PASSPHRASE This value indicates the passphrase needed to decrypt the 
SSL key, or the PIN needed to access an HSM-based SSL 
key. The value is required only if the SSL key is 
protected. This value is not available for output using $$ 
replacement tokens in HTML templates.

Name Description
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Optional Names

The following names are optional, and may be supplied by either the enrollment page 
or the plug-in.

Name Description/Value

KCSOSD_VALIDITY This value specifies the validity period of the certificate 
in seconds. The default validity period is 365 days. The 
Jurisdiction configuration may override this value. 

Note: You can specify the validity period in a 
Jurisdiction in three ways: as a fixed expiry date, a 
validity period in seconds, or an offset from the CA 
expiry.

KCSOSD_VALIDAFTER This value specifies the validity start time of the 
certificate as the number of seconds elapsed since 
January 1, 1970 GMT.

You must set the Certificate Start Date Policy of the 
profile or the Jurisdiction to No Constraints.

KCSOSD_ORGANIZATION This value specifies the organization (O) attribute used 
in the Subject Distinguished Name of the generated 
certificate.

KCSOSD_ORGANIZATIONALUNIT This value specifies the organizational unit (OU) 
attribute in the Subject Distinguished Name of the 
generated certificate.

KCSOSD_COUNTRY This value specifies the country (C) attribute in the 
Subject Distinguished Name of the generated certificate.

KCSOSD_STATEPROVINCE This value specifies the state or province (SP) attribute 
in the Subject Distinguished Name of the generated 
certificate.

KCSOSD_LOCALITY This value specifies the locality (L) attribute in the 
Subject Distinguished Name of the generated certificate.

KCSOSD_PROFILE The name of the extension profile to enforce on the 
certificate. The specified extension profile must be 
allowed for the specified Jurisdiction. If Enforce 
Profile Definition is disabled for the specified 
Jurisdiction, or if more than one extension profile with 
the specified name exists, behavior is undefined.

KCSOSD_PROFILE_ID The unique identifier of the extension profile to enforce 
on the certificate. This value overrides the value for 
KCSOSD_PROFILE. The specified extension profile 
must be allowed for the specified Jurisdiction. If 
Enforce Profile Definition is disabled for the specified 
Jurisdiction, behavior is undefined.
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Note: The OneStep CGI program always includes the Netscape-cert-type extension 
(OID: 2.16.840.1.113730.1.1) with the SSL Client bit set to TRUE in certificate 
requests. To remove this extension from the certificate, you must specify an extension 
profile that forbids this extension to remove it from the certificate request. For 
information on the Netscape-cert-type extension as used in key-recoverable 
encryption certificates issued by the OneStep CGI program, see “Key Recovery 
Certificate Generation Specifics” on page 40.

KCSOSD_EMPLOYEEID This value specifies the UID attribute of the generated 
certificate.

KCSOSD_EXTENSION For each extension, a name-value pair with the name 
being KCSOSD_EXTENSION SUFFIX where SUFFIX 
is a value from 0 to 99. The extension must be in ASN.1 
format and DER-encoded.

KCSOSD_KEYUSAGE The key usage extension of the generated certificate 
may have one of the following symbolic values:

• KCSOSV_KEYUSAGE_SIGNING, if the key will be 
used for signing (digitalSignature bit of KeyUsage 
extension), or if the OneStep application should also 
request a key-recoverable encryption certificate.

• KCSOSV_KEYUSAGE_ENCRYPTION, if the key 
will be used for encryption (keyEncipherment bit of 
KeyUsage extension).

• KCSOSV_KEYUSAGE_SIGNENCRYPT, if the key 
will be used for both signing and encryption 
(digitalSignature and keyEncipherment bits of 
KeyUsage extension).

Name Description/Value
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Optional Certificate Attribute Names 

The following certificate attribute name is optional, and may be supplied by either the 
enrollment page or the plug-in.

Name Description/Value

KCSOSD_CERTDN This value specifies the text representation of the exact Subject 
Distinguished Name to be used in the generated certificate. This value 
overrides values entered in individual name fields. These other values 
are still stored in the Secure Directory, and should be provided despite 
the override, to maintain complete and searchable records.

This value is used to specify one or both of the following:

• Certificate attributes that cannot be specified through individual name 
fields

• The order of attributes in the Subject DN

RSA recommends that you order the attributes from least global to most 
global.

The format of this value is as follows:

• All characters except commas (,) and equal signs (=) are used literally 
in the value. Commas delimit attribute type/value pairs. Equal signs 
separate the type and value. value.

– To place a comma in an attribute value, type: 
&comma;

– To place an equal sign in an attribute value, type:
&equals;

• The string must not contain white space, except in attribute values, 
where leading and trailing whitespace is not trimmed.

• Multiple attribute values are not supported.

The following attributes (type/value pairs) are supported:

• CN (common name)

• S (surname)

• G (given name)

• EA (e-mail address)

• UID (user ID)

• OU (organizational unit)

• O (organization)

• L (locality)

• ST (state or province)

• C (country)

• DC (domain component)

• SN (client serial number)

• UNSTRUCTUREDNAME 

• UNSTRUCTUREDADDRESS 
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If Enforce Subject DN Definition is selected for a Jurisdiction, any attributes in a 
certificate request generated by OneStep, but not selected for the Jurisdiction, are not 
stored in the issued certificate. If Enforce Subject DN Definition is selected for a 
Jurisdiction, any attributes selected for the Jurisdiction, but not present in the 
certificate request generated by OneStep, must have a specified default value, 
otherwise no certificate is issued.

If Enforce Subject DN Definition is not selected for a Jurisdiction, the attributes in a 
certificate request generated by OneStep are used to issue the certificate. If Enforce 
Subject DN Definition is selected for a Jurisdiction and the Required flag is selected 
for a particular attribute, the issued certificate contains the default attribute value for 
that attribute.

For more information on the Enforce Subject DN Definition and Required settings 
for Jurisdictions, see the RSA Certificate Manager Administrator’s Guide.

Output Attribute Names

The following name/value pairs are output from the certificate generation.

Key Recovery Parameters

Note: If the plug-in version is 4 or 5, and the target Jurisdiction is key 
recovery-enabled, OneStep generates two certificates regardless of whether or not 
KCSOSD_KRCERT_GENERATE is set. The first certificate is the one requested by 
the user, and the second is a key-recoverable encryption certificate.

If the plug-in version is 6, OneStep generates only one certificate unless you 
specifically configure it to generate a key-recoverable encryption certificate. To 
configure OneStep to generate an authentication certificate followed by a 
key-recoverable encryption certificate:

• Set the plug-in version to KCSOSV_VERSION_6.

• Enable key recovery for the Jurisdiction used by the OneStep plug-in.

Attribute Name Description/Value

KCSOSD_P7_X509 After successful certificate generation, this attribute contains the 
certificate in the base64 encoded (PEM without CRLF) 
PKCS #7-wrapped X509 DER format.

For Microsoft Internet Explorer browsers, this name/value pair must be 
specified in the KCSOSC_GENERATE_PAGE file to insert the 
certificate into the browser certificate store. See the file 
install_msie.html in the /samples/htmldocs directory.

KCSOSD_X509 After the certificate is generated successfully, this attribute contains the 
certificate in the base64-encoded (PEM without CRLF) X.509 DER 
format. You can use this attribute to pass the non-PKCS #7- wrapped 
X.509 certificate to an embedded object such as a Java applet.

KCSOSD_KRP12 This value specifies the base64-encoded (PEM without CRLF) 
PKCS #12 containing the key recoverable encryption certificate and 
key, if requested.
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• Set KCSOSD_KRCERT_GENERATE to any value. Other corresponding 
OneStep key-recovery parameters remain optional.

• Set KCSOSD_KEYUSAGE to KCSOSV_KEYUSAGE_SIGNING (set in the 
HTML pages). 

Key Recovery parameters enable the OneStep CGI program to issue key-recoverable 
encryption certificates, along with an authentication or signing certificate (see “Key 
Recovery Certificate Generation Specifics” on page 40).

Parameter Name Description/Value

KCSOSD_KRCERT_GENERATE If this parameter is given any value, the OneStep CGI 
program uses the following three key recovery parameters: 
KCSOSD_KRCERT_CN_APPENDSTRING, 
KCSOSD_KRP12_ENCRYPT_PASSPHRASE, and 
KCSOSD_KRP12_DISPLAY_PASSPHRASE.

KCSOSD_KRCERT_CN_
APPENDSTRING

If present, the value of this attribute is appended to the 
common name in the authentication or signing certificate, 
and used as the common name for the key- recoverable 
encryption certificate.

Specifying a value for this attribute enables applications 
such as browsers, as well as users, to readily distinguish 
between the authentication and encryption certificates. 

If the authentication or signing certificate does not contain a 
common name, then the encryption certificate does not 
contain one either, even if a value is specified for this 
attribute.

KCSOSD_KRP12_ENCRYPT_
PASSPHRASE

The value of this attribute is used to encrypt the PKCS #12 
containing the key and key-recoverable certificate. This 
value is not available for output using $$ replacement tokens 
in HTML templates.

If this attribute is not present, then the value of 
KRSOSD_KRP12_DISPLAY_PASSPHRASE is used to 
encrypt the PKCS#12 instead. 

If a value is specified for 
KCSOSD_KRP12_ENCRYPT_PASSPHRASE, but not for 
KCSOSD_KRP12_DISPLAY_PASSPHRASE, an error 
results.
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Microsoft Exchange/Outlook Support Parameters

Note: RSA recommends that you use Microsoft Internet Explorer to request 
certificates for use with Microsoft Outlook. This ensures that your certificate is 
automatically available for use with Microsoft Outlook.

OneStep can be configured for enrollment to a Jurisdiction for which Microsoft 
Exchange/Outlook Support has been enabled. 

The following parameters relate directly to the Jurisdiction attributes.

KCSOSD_KRP12_DISPLAY_
PASSPHRASE

The value of this attribute is available for display in the 
output of the OneStep application. For example, one such 
use would be to have a collection of shared secrets between 
the client and the plug-in. The encryption passphrase could 
be one of the shared secrets, while the display passphrase 
could be the hash of the shared secret that was used. 

If neither this value nor a value for 
KCSOSD_KRP12_ENCRYPT_PASSPHRASE is set, a 
random passphrase is generated. It is used to encrypt the 
PKCS #12, and is placed in the 
KCSOSD_KRP12_DISPLAY_PASSPHRASE attribute by 
the application for use in an HTML template.

Parameter Name Description/Value

KCSOSD_MS_EXCHANGE_ENABLE If the corresponding Jurisdiction attribute is set to 
true, this parameter has a value of yes; otherwise 
it is not defined.

KCSOSD_MS_EXCHANGE_VERSION The version of Microsoft Exchange you use in 
this Jurisdiction. This parameter has a value of 
2000, which supports Microsoft Exchange 2003 
and 2007.

KCSOSD_MS_PUBLISH_ENABLE If the corresponding Jurisdiction attribute is set to 
true, this parameter has a value of yes; otherwise 
it is not defined.

KCSOSD_MS_PUBLISH_HOST The hostname of the machine where the 
Microsoft Exchange Server is running.

KCSOSD_MS_PUBLISH_PORT The port on the host machine for contacting the 
Microsoft Exchange Server.

KCSOSD_MS_SETCERTIFICATES If the corresponding Jurisdiction attribute is set to 
true, this parameter has a value of yes; otherwise 
it is not defined.

Parameter Name Description/Value
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The following parameters are also required for Microsoft Exchange/Outlook support.

KCSOSD_MS_INSTALLSIGNBUTTON If the corresponding Jurisdiction attribute is set to 
true, this parameter has a value of yes; otherwise 
it is not defined.

KCSOSD_MS_INSTALLENCRYPTBUTTON If the corresponding Jurisdiction attribute is set to 
true, this parameter has a value of yes; otherwise 
it is not defined.

KCSOSD_MS_SETSIGNDEFAULT If the corresponding Jurisdiction attribute is set to 
true, this parameter has a value of yes; otherwise 
it is not defined.

KCSOSD_MS_SETENCRYPTDEFAULT If the corresponding Jurisdiction attribute is set to 
true, this parameter has a value of yes; otherwise 
it is not defined.

KCSOSD_MS_PROFILENAME The name to be used when creating the new 
Security Profile in Microsoft Outlook.

Parameter Name Description/Value

KCSOSD_ACTIVEXCONTROL_CLASSID The class ID of the ActiveX control.

KCSOSD_ACTIVEXCONTROL_CODECLASS The code base of the ActiveX control.

KCSOSD_ACTIVEXCONTROL_VERSION The version of the ActiveX control.

KCSOSD_INCLUDE_ACTIVEXCONTROL If present, it includes the values of the three 
parameters defined above.

KCSOSD_SIGN_SHA1DIGEST The SHA-1 digest of the signing certificate.

KCSOSD_ENCR_SHA1DIGEST The SHA-1 digest of the encryption certificate. 
If key recovery is not enabled, it is the same as 
KCSOSD_SIGN_SHA1DIGEST.

KCSOSD_KKRMENABLED If the corresponding Jurisdiction attribute 
(keyRecovery_enabled) is set to true, this 
parameter has a value of yes; otherwise it is not 
defined.

Parameter Name Description/Value
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Return Values

These return values are defined as symbolic constants in the onestepAPI.h header 
file. All callback and plug-in API functions except the KCSOSFinalize() function 
return integers. The OneStep CGI program reports errors using the following values.

Return Value Description

KCSOSE_SUCCESS This value indicates that the 
KCSOSInitialize() function call was 
successful.

KCSOSE_INTERNAL This value indicates that an internal error 
occurred, such as a memory allocation 
failure.

KCSOSE_FAILURE This value indicates that the plug-in 
initialization or authentication failed. When 
returned by KCSOSInitialize(), this value 
indicates a failure to initialize. When returned 
by KCSOSExchange(), this value indicates 
failure to authenticate.

KCSOSE_VERSION This value indicates that the plug-in is 
incompatible with this version of the OneStep 
program. 

KCSOSE_BUFFEROVERFLOW This value indicates a failure due to 
insufficient buffer space.

KCSOSE_NOMATCH This value indicates a failure due to a 
non-existent key/index.

KCSOSE_INVALIDPTR This value indicates that the call referenced 
an invalid pointer or structure. 

KCSOSE_GENERATE_CERTIFICATE This value is returned if authentication is 
successful, in which case the OneStep 
program interfaces with Certificate Manager 
to issue a certificate.

Using the OneStep CGI program, if the 
certificate generation succeeds, the next page 
loaded is specified by 
KCSOSC_GENERATE_PAGE.

If certificate generation fails, then 
KCSOSC_ERROR_PAGE is displayed.
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KCSOSE_ADVANCE This value indicates that authentication is not 
yet complete. This causes the OneStep CGI 
program to advance to the next page without 
generating a certificate. The next page is the 
one specified by 
KCSOSC_ADVANCE_PAGE, which may 
request more data from the end user.

KCSOSE_BROWSER This value indicates that an unsupported 
browser initiated the OneStep enrollment. 
(See “RSA OneStep CGI Requirements” on 
page 16.)

KCSOSE_PLUGINLOAD This value indicates that the plug-in failed to 
load properly, or failed to export the required 
functions.

KCSOSE_INCOMPLETE This value indicates that one or more values 
required for certificate generation are 
missing.

KCSOSE_JURISDICTION This value indicates that the Jurisdiction 
could not be found, or is revoked, suspended, 
or invalid.

KCSOSE_UNABLE This value indicates that the plug-in is unable 
to connect to Certificate Manager, or unable 
to process the request for certificate 
generation.

KCSOSE_PINREQUIRED This value indicates that a PIN or other 
Administrator input is needed for the 
specified Jurisdiction to be able to process the 
request for certificate generation, such as in 
the use of a hardware key storage device.

KCSOSE_RECOVERY_NOT_AVAILABLE This value indicates that the end user 
requested a key-recoverable encryption 
certificate, but the Jurisdiction does not 
support key recovery.

KCSOSE_RECOVERY_REQUIRES_AUTHCERT This value indicates that the end user 
requested a key-recoverable encryption 
certificate, but the requested key usage for the 
authentication/signing certificate was not 
KCSOSV_KEYUSAGE_SIGNING.

Return Value Description
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Return Value Storage

The following return values are provided when the OneStep CGI program finishes 
executing. These values are placed in the following name/value pairs.

Server Authentication Parameters

Server authentication parameters are used if you want the plug-in to specify the CA 
machine to which the OneStep CGI program should connect. Since the same 
information is also read from the onestep.conf file, these parameters are included here 
for backward compatibility.

KCSOSE_PROFILE This value indicates one of the following 
conditions:

• The profile is not valid for the Jurisdiction.

• Enforce Profile Definition was selected 
for the specified Jurisdiction, but no 
extension profile was specified.

• The profile could not be found.

Name Description/Value

KCSOSD_ERROR_STATUS This value indicates the hexadecimal value of the result 
code returned by the certificate generation or the 
OneStep CGI program.

KCSOSD_PLUGIN_STATUS This value indicates the hexadecimal value of the result 
code returned by KCSOSExchange().

Name Description/Value

KCSOSD_CAMACHINE This value indicates the hostname or IP address of the 
machine running Certificate Manager. If this value is 
specified, then values for the KCSOSD_CAPORT, 
KCSOSD_SSLCERTIFICATE, and KCSOSD_SSLKEY 
parameters must also be specified.

KCSOSD_CAPORT This value indicates the Secure Directory Server port 
number.

KCSOSD_SSLCERTIFICATE This value indicates the PEM-encoded SSL certificate that 
must be presented for client SSL authentication.

KCSOSD_SSLKEY This value indicates the PEM-encoded SSL private key 
corresponding to the SSL certificate. This key must not be 
encrypted. This value is not available for output using $$ 
replacement tokens in HTML templates.

Return Value Description
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Key Recovery Certificate Generation Specifics

To utilize the key recovery feature of the OneStep CGI program, you must install 
RSA Key Recovery Manager with your Certificate Manager or Registration Manager 
installation. Key Recovery Manager must be installed and configured for the proper 
Jurisdiction prior to requesting and retrieving the SSL LDAP certificate for the 
OneStep CGI program. For a description of the installation and administration of 
Key Recovery Manager, see the RSA Key Recovery Manager Administrator’s Guide.

The following extension rules apply to key-recoverable encryption certificates.

Presence in Certificates Extensions

If these extensions are present in the 
authentication or signing certificate, 
they are also present in the 
encryption certificate.

• Authority Information Access

• Authority Key Identifier

• Basic Constraints

• Certificate Policies

• CRL Distribution Points

• Issuer Alternative Name

• Netscape-base-url

• Netscape-revocation-url

• Netscape-ca-revocation-url

• Netscape-cert-renewal-url

• Netscape-ca-policy-url

• Netscape-comment

• Subject Alternative Names

• Subject Directory Attributes

If these extensions are present in the 
authentication or signing certificate, 
they are also present in the 
encryption certificate, with 
recomputed values.

• Subject Key Identifier
Computed from the key in the encryption 
certificate.

• Netscape-cert-type
The S/MIME bit (the third bit) is set to 1.

• Extended Key Usage
Client Authentication OID is replaced by the 
Extended File System (EFS) OID.

This extension is always present in 
the encryption certificate, regardless 
of whether it is in the 
authentication/signing certificate or 
not.

• Key Usage
Only the keyEncipherment, dataEncipherment, and 
keyAgreement bits are 1.
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Microsoft Outlook Certificate Generation Specifics

OneStep optionally includes two new values for the Subject Alternative Names 
extension: OtherName (UPN) and DirectoryName. These are included only if their 
values are defined in the OneStep plug-in.

If Microsoft Exchange/Outlook Support has been enabled for the Jurisdiction to which 
the certificate request is sent, KCSOSD_P7_X509 also contains the entire chain of 
signers of the end user’s certificate. The user is prompted to trust all of the CAs in this 
chain of signers. After they are trusted, the CAs are automatically stored in the 
Microsoft Root Store of the end user’s machine. If key recovery is enabled for that 
Jurisdiction, OneStep returns the SHA-1 digests of both the signing and encryption 
certificates. If key recovery is not enabled, the digests are the same (since only one 
certificate is used for both signing and encryption). 

Extensions are not required for Microsoft Outlook certificates if the Subject DN 
contains the end user’s e-mail address. However, RSA recommends that the use of the 
MS Exchange profile be enforced.

The end user is prompted to accept an ActiveX control, which may make the 
following modifications to their Microsoft Outlook Client, depending on the 
configuration of the Jurisdiction:

• Creation of a new security profile

• Selection of the newly issued certificate for use as the signing certificate. If key 
recovery is also enabled, the authentication and encryption certificates are 
selected for use as the signing and encryption certificates, respectively

• Addition of the signing and encryption buttons to their Microsoft Outlook client

• Selection of the default e-mail settings to sign and encrypt all outgoing e-mail 
messages

• Publication of the encryption certificate to the Microsoft Exchange Global 
Address List (GAL)

Microsoft Outlook clients may contain e-mail security settings that were set by the 
issuing Jurisdiction of a previously downloaded certificate. Users should clear the 
security settings before they enroll with OneStep.

Name Description/Value

KCSOSD_UPN_ALTNAME This value specifies the text representation of the exact 
OtherName to be used in the Subject Alternative Names 
extension in the generated certificate. This value is stored in 
the Secure Directory.

KCSOSD_DIRNAME_ALTNAME If KCSOSD_DIRNAME_ALTNAME is defined, the 
resulting directoryName value in the extension is 
"CN=commonname". This value is stored in the Secure 
Directory. (If there is no CN specified in the certificate, the 
directoryName value is omitted from the extension.)
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To clear the e-mail security settings:

1. Do one the following:

• In Microsoft Outlook 2003, click Tools > Options, and click the Security tab. 

• In Microsoft Outlook 2007, click Tools > Trust Center > E-mail Security.

2. In the Encrypted e-mail section, clear all the checkboxes.

Setting Certificate Validity Start Time

Windows Vista and Windows 7 do not allow a certificate to be installed if the validity 
start time of the certificate is in the future relative to the system time on the user’s 
machine (the time on the user’s machine lags behind the time on the Certificate 
Manager host). 

To avoid OneStep enrollment failures due to time differences, you can configure 
OneStep to use the current system time on a user’s machine as the validity start time 
for the certificate, which allows the certificate to be installed.

To use the current system time as the validity start time:

In the enroll_msie_flat.html file, uncomment the following code:

<script language="JavaScript">;
var d = new Date();
var t = Math.round(d / 1000);
var tzOffset = d.getTimezoneOffset();
var startDate = t + tzOffset * 60;
document.writeln( '<INPUT TYPE="HIDDEN" 
NAME="KCSOSD_VALIDAFTER" VALUE="' +
startDate + '">' );
</script> 

Important: In the Certificate Expiry Policy, you must set the Certificate Start Date 
Policy to No Constraints. The Certificate Expiry Policy may be either Jurisdiction 
based or profile based.
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3 RSA OneStep CGI Program HTML Files

To implement an RSA OneStep CGI solution, you need a set of HTML files and a 
OneStep CGI plug-in. These components should be designed to work as a unit to 
perform OneStep authentication consistent with your needs.

This chapter includes:

• A description of the flow of data as it passes through the OneStep CGI program 
process both in Microsoft Internet Explorer browsers and in Mozilla Firefox or 
Mozilla browsers

• General information about names that are useful to customize the HTML pages 
and template files

• Sample HTML code that can be used on the Certificate Enrollment page

Note: In this chapter, the term “HTML files” includes both HTML pages and 
HTML template files. The term “HTML page” refers to a standard HTML 
language file, and the term “HTML template file” refers to a file that contains 
names. The OneStep CGI program dynamically substitutes values for these names 
in order to make the templates valid HTML pages.

Although this chapter presents some detailed information, it is not intended to be an 
HTML tutorial or a summary of HTML concepts or functionality. Such an approach is 
beyond the scope of this guide. 

How the HTML Files Work

You must provide HTML files that perform a minimum of four functions:

• Create a public/private key pair, and submit a form to the OneStep CGI program

• Install the resulting certificate into the end user’s browser

• Display a success message to the end user

• Display error messages to the end user

To submit a certificate request to the OneStep CGI program, an HTML page (referred 
to as the Certificate Enrollment page), uses the POST method to send the HTML form 
to the OneStep CGI program. The form contains names and their values, which the 
OneStep CGI program makes available to the plug-in. The Certificate Enrollment 
page also contains the necessary code to instruct the browser to generate a 
public/private key pair. The public key is sent with the rest of the form to the OneStep 
CGI program and, upon successful authentication, is placed in the certificate. 
Depending on your implementation, the private key is stored in the browser local key 
store or, more securely, on a smart card.

The HTML template files may include names enclosed in double dollar signs ($$). 
The OneStep CGI program substitutes data values for these names before the page is 
sent to the end user’s browser.
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Comparing Browsers

The OneStep CGI program supports Microsoft Internet Explorer 4.1 to 9.0, Mozilla 
Firefox 2.0 to 3.6.13, and Mozilla 1.7. However, there are slight differences in the way 
each handles public/private key pairs and digital certificates. 

The default HTML file for the OneStep URL (https://hostname:enroll-server port/ 
OneStep) must automatically redirect the browser to the appropriate Certificate 
Enrollment page.

Note: In the OneStep URL, OneStep is case sensitive.

The index.html (shown in the following figure), index_flat.html, index_ldap.html, 
and index_ace.html files included with the sample plug-ins (see Appendix A, 
“RSA OneStep File Reference”) contain the JavaScript code you need to redirect the 
browsers.

Microsoft Internet Explorer Browsers

For Microsoft Internet Explorer browsers, the Certificate Enrollment page contains a 
VBScript and XEnroll.cab object for key pair generation. The generated information 
is placed into a hidden field to send to the OneStep program. The files 
enroll_msie_flat.html (shown in the following figure) and icontrol.vbs included with 
the sample plug-ins contain the code you need for a Microsoft Internet Explorer 
browser to generate a key pair.
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To install the certificate into a Microsoft Internet Explorer browser, another page 
containing a VBScript and XEnroll.cab object must be used. The reserved name 
KCSOSD_P7_X509 is used in this page. The file install_msie.html included with the 
sample plug-ins contains the code needed for a Microsoft Internet Explorer browser to 
install a certificate into its data store. If the installation is successful, the browser 
automatically loads another page, success_msie.html, which is not parsed by the 
OneStep CGI program. (For a description of all files included with the sample 
plug-ins, see Appendix A, “RSA OneStep File Reference.”)

The following figure illustrates the flow of data through the OneStep process when an 
end user enrolls for a certificate using a Microsoft Internet Explorer browser.

Data Flow in a Microsoft Internet Explorer Implementation

End user completes certificate 
request in browser.

Browser adds public key and 
submits request to 
RSA OneStep CGI program.

If successful,  
RSA OneStep CGI 
program parses 
template file and HTML 
page sent to browser.

If successful, browser 
installs certificate, and 
displays success 
message.

If not successful,  
RSA OneStep CGI 
program sends error 
message to browser.

If not successful,  
RSA OneStep CGI 
program sends error 
message to browser.

RSA OneStep CGI program 
loads plug-in.

Plug-in KCSOSExchange vets 
request and returns a value:

If return value is 
KCSOSE_GENERAT

E_CERTIFICATE, 
RSA OneStep CGI 
program requests 
certificate from 
RSA Certificate 
Manager.

If return value is 
KCSOSE_ADVANCE, 
RSA OneStep CGI 
program sends next 
page to browser; i.e., 
to request more 
information.

If return value is 
KCSOSE_FAILURE, 
RSA OneStep CGI 
program sends 
refusal message to 
browser.

If return value is 
not a, b, or c, 
RSA OneStep CGI 
program sends 
error message to 
browser.

RSA Certificate 
Manager attempts to 
generate a certificate, 
and returns a value:

2.  

1.  

3.  

4.  

a.   b.   c.   d.   

5.  

b.  

b.  

a.  

a.  

RSA OneStep CGI 
program closes plug-in, 
and unloads it.

7.

6. RSA Certificate Manager  
attempts to 
install certificate 
onto smart card or token: 
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1. An end user enters information into the HTML form on the Certificate Enrollment 
page, and clicks Submit.

2. The VBScript and XEnroll.cab object instruct a cryptographic service provider 
(such as a browser store or smart card) to generate a key pair, place the public key 
in a hidden field, and send the form to the OneStep CGI program.

3. The OneStep CGI program loads the plug-in specified by the KCSOSC_ALIAS 
name and calls KCSOSInitialize() to initialize it. 

4. The OneStep CGI program calls KCSOSExchange(), which authenticates the user 
based on the information sent from the form and returns one of the following 
values to the OneStep CGI program:

• If the return value is KCSOSE_GENERATE_CERTIFICATE, the 
OneStep CGI program requests the certificate from RSA Certificate Manager. 

• If the return value is KCSOSE_ADVANCE, name/value pair names are 
substituted into the template file that is specified by the 
KCSOSC_ADVANCE_PAGE name. The resulting HTML page is sent back 
to the end user. (Go to step 7.)

• If the return value is KCSOSE_FAILURE, name/value pair names are 
substituted into the template file that is specified by the 
KCSOSC_AUTHFAIL_PAGE name. The resulting HTML page is sent back 
to the end user. (Go to step 7.)

• If the return value is not one of the above values, name/value pair names are 
substituted into the template file that is specified by the 
KCSOSC_ERROR_PAGE name. (Go to step 7.) 

5. Certificate Manager attempts to generate a certificate, and one of the following 
occurs:

• If successful, the OneStep CGI program parses the template file specified by 
KCSOSC_GENERATE_PAGE. This page must contain the VBScript needed 
to install a certificate into Microsoft Internet Explorer, including the 
$$KCSOSD_P7_X509$$ token. The HTML is sent to the browser. 

• If not successful, the OneStep CGI program parses the template file specified 
by KCSOSC_ERROR_PAGE, and sends the resulting HTML to the end user's 
browser. 

6. The VBScript attempts to install the certificate into the cryptographic service 
provider (browser or smart card), and one of the following occurs:

• If successful, the VBScript redirects the browser to a different page. This page 
displays a success message. 

• If not successful, the browser redirects itself to a different page. This page 
displays an error message. 

7. Whether or not a certificate is generated, the OneStep CGI program closes the 
plug-in by calling KCSOSFinalize() and then unloads it.
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Note: Always check to be sure that the certificate was installed into the correct 
cryptographic service provider, because a success page may be displayed when 
the transaction is complete, even if the certificate was not successfully installed. 
For example, sometimes a certificate destined for a smart card may be installed 
into the browser certificate store.

Mozilla Firefox and Mozilla Browsers

For Mozilla Firefox and Mozilla browsers, the Certificate Enrollment page 
(enroll_ns_flat.html shown in the following figure) contains the <KEYGEN> tag to 
create the key pair. 

The following example HTML code (when included inside an HTML form) allows an 
end user using a Mozilla Firefox or Mozilla browser to select a key pair size, and 
instructs the browser to generate a key pair when the end user submits the form:

<TR>
<TD ALIGN="RIGHT">Key Size</TD>
<TD>
<KEYGEN NAME="KCSOSD_PUBLICKEY">
</TD>
</TR>

To deliver the certificate to Mozilla Firefox and Mozilla browsers, the OneStep CGI 
program automatically generates the HTTP response needed to install the certificate. 
The HTML template specified by KCSOSC_GENERATE_PAGE is displayed after 
the certificate is sent to the Mozilla Firefox or Mozilla browser.
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The following figure illustrates the flow of data through the OneStep CGI program 
when an end user enrolls for a certificate using a Mozilla Firefox or Mozilla browser.

Data Flow in a Mozilla Firefox or Mozilla Browser Enrollment

1. An end user enters information into the HTML form on the Certificate Enrollment 
page and clicks Submit.

2. The browser generates a key pair (or instructs a smart card to do so), includes the 
public key with the information entered by the end user, and sends this 
information to the OneStep CGI program. 

3. The OneStep CGI program loads the plug-in specified by the KCSOSC_ALIAS 
name and calls KCSOSInitialize() to initialize it. 

End user completes certificate 
request in browser.

Browser adds public key, and 
submits request to 
RSA OneStep CGI program.

If successful, browser 
installs certificate and 
displays success 
message.

If not successful,  
RSA OneStep CGI 
program sends error 
message to browser.

RSA OneStep CGI program 
loads plug-in.

Plug-in KCSOSExchange vets 
request, and returns a value:

If return value is 
KCSOSE_GENERAT

E_CERTIFICATE, 
RSA OneStep CGI 
program requests 
certificate from 
RSA Certificate 
Manager.

If return value is 
KCSOSE_ADVANCE, 
RSA OneStep CGI 
program sends next 
page to browser; i.e., 
to request more 
information.

If return value is 
KCSOSE_FAILURE, 
RSA OneStep CGI 
program sends 
refusal message to 
browser.

If return value is 
not a, b, or c, 
RSA OneStep CGI 
program sends 
error message to 
browser.

RSA Certificate Manager 
attempts to generate a 
certificate and returns a 
value:

2.  

1.  

3.  

4.  

a.   b.   c.   d.   

5.  

b.  a.  

RSA OneStep CGI 
program closes plug-in 
and unloads it.

6.  
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4. The OneStep CGI program calls KCSOSExchange(), which authenticates the user 
based on the information sent from the form and returns one of the following 
values to the OneStep CGI program:

• If the return value is KCSOSE_GENERATE_CERTIFICATE, the 
OneStep CGI program requests the certificate from Certificate Manager. 

• If the return value is KCSOSE_ADVANCE, name/value pair names are 
substituted into the template file that is specified by the 
KCSOSC_ADVANCE_PAGE name. The resulting HTML page is sent back 
to the end user. (Go to step 6.)

• If the return value is KCSOSE_FAILURE, name/value pair names are 
substituted into the template file that is specified by the 
KCSOSC_AUTHFAIL_PAGE name. The resulting HTML page is sent back 
to the end user. (Go to step 6.)

• If the return value is not one of the above values, name/value pair names are 
substituted into the template file that is specified by the 
KCSOSC_ERROR_PAGE name. (Go to step 6.)

5. Certificate Manager attempts to generate the certificate, and one of the following 
occurs:

• If successful, the OneStep CGI program parses the template file specified by 
KCSOSC_GENERATE_PAGE. It appends that HTML to a multi-part MIME 
document which also contains the end user's certificate. This multi-part 
MIME document is handled by the end user’s browser, which installs the 
certificate in the browser’s certificate database (or smart card) and displays 
the HTML page to the end user. 

• If not successful, the OneStep CGI program parses the template file specified 
by KCSOSC_ERROR_PAGE and sends the resulting HTML page to the end 
user’s browser. 

6. Whether or not a certificate is generated, the OneStep CGI program closes the 
plug-in by calling KCSOSFinalize() and then unloads it.

Note: Always check to be sure that the certificate was delivered to the browser, 
because a success page may be displayed when the transaction is complete, even if 
the certificate was not successfully installed.
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Interaction of HTML Pages

The certificate enrollment HTML pages pass data to the OneStep CGI program as 
name/value pairs. The OneStep CGI program supports two types of name/value pairs:

• Reserved names

• Developer-defined names

The OneStep CGI program stores name/value pairs in a list and passes a reference to 
this list to your plug-in. The plug-in may update, modify, or remove name/value pairs 
in this list. Certain reserved names are passed as certificate attributes to Certificate 
Manager to generate the certificate. After the end-user certificate is generated, the 
OneStep CGI program replaces the name information in the HTML template files to 
produce output HTML files.

For more information on names, see “Constants” on page 27.

Input Form Tags

The OneStep CGI program stores any names that you create or set between the FORM 
tags on the Certificate Enrollment page. When the end user posts the form, the HTTP 
POST method gathers all of the names between the FORM tags and passes them to the 
OneStep CGI program as name/value pairs.

You can use the reserved names that are part of the OneStep CGI program, or you can 
create your own developer-defined names. 

HTML form tags such as TEXT, PASSWORD, or SELECT allow the end user to specify 
values. The OneStep CGI program stores these names and their values and pass them 
to the plug-in KCSOSExchange() function. When your plug-in is called, it can access 
any of these names and read or change their values.

In the following example code, two developer-defined names, name and password, 
are included as TEXT and PASSWORD form tags, respectively.

<TR>
<TD ALIGN="RIGHT">Username</TD>
<TD><INPUT TYPE="TEXT" NAME="name"></TD>
</TR>
<TR>
<TD ALIGN="RIGHT">Password</TD>
<TD><INPUT TYPE="PASSWORD" NAME="password">
</TD>
</TR>

Reserved names can also be used in the HTML form. The OneStep CGI program 
stores these names and their values and passes them to the plug-in KCSOSExchange() 
function. If the plug-in does not override these values, they are used in the certificate 
attributes. The following example code allows the end user to enter a locality, 
specified by the KCSOSD_LOCALITY reserved name.

<TR>
<TD ALIGN="RIGHT">Locality</TD>
<TD><INPUT TYPE="TEXT" NAME="KCSOSD_LOCALITY">
</TD>
</TR>
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The following sample HTML code illustrates how you can request information from 
the end user for required certificate attributes. (For more information, see “Required 
Names” on page 28.)

<TR>
<TD ALIGN="RIGHT">Key Usage</TD>
<TD>
<SELECT NAME="KCSOSD_KEYUSAGE">
<OPTION VALUE="KCSOSV_KEYUSAGE_SIGNENCRYPT">Signing And 
Encryption
<OPTION VALUE="KCSOSV_KEYUSAGE_SIGNING">Signing
<OPTION VALUE="KCSOSV_KEYUSAGE_ENCRYPTION">Encryption
</SELECT>
</TD>
</TR>

If you set the value of a reserved name in the HTML code, it is not necessary to set it 
in the plug-in. In this case, the OneStep CGI program uses the value passed in from 
the HTML form and includes that information in the certificate when it is generated.

HTML Output

It is also possible to output the value of a name in an HTML template file as shown in 
the following example:

<FONT SIZE="6"><B>$$KCSOSD_COMMONNAME$$</B></FONT>
<FONT SIZE="6"><B>$$KCSOSD_LOCALITY$$</B></FONT>

Note the double dollar signs ($$) at both ends of the names (for example, 
$$KCSOSD_COMMONNAME$$). The OneStep CGI program locates the value of 
the KCSOSD_COMMONNAME name and replaces 
$$KCSOSD_COMMONNAME$$ with that value. It then sends an HTML page to the 
end user’s browser, which displays the substituted value. 

For example, suppose the end user enters “Bob Smith” as the value for the name 
KCSOSD_COMMONNAME and “New York” as the value for the name 
KCSOSD_LOCALITY on the Certificate Enrollment page. The end user posts the 
form, and the names and their values are sent to the OneStep CGI program.

The OneStep CGI program replaces the names with the values for those names, and 
then forwards that HTML page to the end user’s browser for display. Continuing the 
example from above, the following text is displayed in the end user’s browser:

Bob Smith
New York

The replacement value does not necessarily have to be used for display. For example, 
such a replacement value may be used by a JavaScript or VBScript function.

Hidden Fields

It is possible to provide a value for a name in the HTML code without asking the end 
user for it. For example, you may choose to set the company name to be the same for 
all certificates. You would then set the value as a hidden field in the HTML code as 
follows: 

<INPUT TYPE="HIDDEN" NAME="KCSOSD_ORGANIZATION" 
VALUE="My Company">
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Setting the name in this way eliminates the need for the end user to enter the 
information and ensures that the information is consistent and accurate for all end 
users.

CAUTION: Do not include sensitive information in this way within the HTML code, 
because anyone with access to the HTML page can view its source, including any 
hidden fields. It is advisable to set sensitive values in the plug-in. 

Hidden fields can also be used to preserve state across multiple web pages. This is 
particularly useful in implementations that require two or more HTML pages for 
enrollment and authentication. By using the name substitution provided by the 
OneStep CGI program, state information can be dynamically embedded in a form’s 
hidden field for later retrieval when the subsequent pages are submitted.

Specifying Values of Control Code Names

Using the Certificate Enrollment page, you can specify new values for control code 
names, which include:

• The plug-in to use for authentication

• The HTML template files that the OneStep CGI program parses and sends back to 
the end user's browser

In the following HTML code example, the OneStep CGI program loads the plug-in 
named demo.dll. If the certificate generation succeeds, the OneStep CGI program 
parses and sends the page install_msie.html to the end user's browser. If the 
certificate generation fails, the OneStep CGI program parses and sends the page 
error.html to the end user's browser. 

<FORM METHOD=POST ACTION="/OneStep/cgi-bin/onestep.exe">
<INPUT TYPE="HIDDEN" NAME="KCSOSC_ALIAS" VALUE="demo.dll">
<INPUT TYPE="HIDDEN" NAME="KCSOSC_GENERATE_PAGE" 
VALUE="install_msie.html">
<INPUT TYPE="HIDDEN" NAME="KCSOSC_AUTHFAIL_PAGE" 
VALUE="authfail.html">
<INPUT TYPE="HIDDEN" NAME="KCSOSC_ADVANCE_PAGE" 
VALUE="advance.html">
<INPUT TYPE="HIDDEN" NAME="KCSOSC_ERROR_PAGE" 
VALUE="error.html">
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4 The RSA OneStep CGI Program

The RSA OneStep CGI program offers automatic certificate enrollment using the 
Common Gateway Interface (CGI), which provides specifications for dynamic 
interaction between web servers and web browsers.

This chapter describes the three sample CGI plug-ins included with OneStep. The 
sample plug-ins are all used by the CGI program, but each plug-in uses a different 
method to authenticate end users.

Each sample plug-in is described individually in the following sections of this chapter. 
For an example of how to use a sample plug-in, see “Using a OneStep CGI Program 
Sample Plug-In” on page 58.

For information about reserved names, return values, and other parameter 
information, see Chapter 2, “RSA OneStep API.”

For information about CMP-based plug-ins, see Chapter 6, “The CMP Solution.”

Note: The three sample CGI plug-ins provided with the OneStep package are training 
tools designed to assist you as the developer in becoming familiar with the OneStep 
process. Used as is, they are not necessarily secure. It is possible to modify these 
sample plug-ins for secure use with RSA BSAFE toolkits. For more information about 
BSAFE products, go to www.rsa.com. For a brief discussion of security, see “Security 
Issues” on page 15.

Sample Plug-In Authentication Method

Flat File CGI Authenticates end users based on passwords stored in a flat file. 

Obtains some certificate attributes from the end user, and some from 
a flat file.

LDAP CGI Authenticates end users based on a password stored in an LDAP 
directory. 

Obtains certificate attributes from that directory.

Authentication CGI Authenticates end users using an RSA Authentication Manager and 
RSA SecurID token authentication, shared secret LDAP attribute, or 
flat file. 

Obtains certificate attributes from an LDAP directory or a flat file. 
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Preview of the Flat File CGI Sample Plug-In

The Flat File CGI sample plug-in enables end users using Microsoft Internet Explorer, 
Mozilla Firefox, and Mozilla web browsers to receive certificates through the 
OneStep CGI program. It authenticates end users based on passwords stored in a flat 
file, in cleartext. It obtains certificate attributes from the end user’s input and from the 
flat file. The Flat File sample plug-in includes working binaries, source code, and 
HTML templates located in the /OneStep/samples directory.

The default flatdemo.data file is found in /OneStep/samples/data/. The default 
flatdemo.data file contains the following data:

ajones:password1:Sample:OneStep:Allan Jones:ajones@rsasecurity.com:
ajones@rsasecurity.com:CN
bjones:password2:Sample:OneStep:Betty Jones:bjones@rsasecurity.com:
bjones@rsasecurity.com
cjones:password3:Sample:OneStep:Chuck Jones:cjones@rsasecurity.com:
NULL:CN
djones:password4:Sample:OneStep:Diana Jones:djones@rsasecurity.com
ejones:password5:Sample:OneStep:Edwin Jones:ejones@rsasecurity.com

The flat file is composed of lines containing colon-delimited values for (shown in 
order):

• user name (required for authentication only)

• password (required for authentication only)

• organization (added to certificate O attribute)

• organizational unit (added to certificate OU attribute)

• common name (added to certificate CN attribute)

• e-mail address (added to certificate EMAIL attribute)

• UPN (optional, added to the Subject Alt Name extension)

• directoryName (optional, added to the Subject Alt Name extension)

For more details on the usage of UPN and directoryName values, see “Microsoft 
Outlook Certificate Generation Specifics” on page 41. If you do not want any value 
for UPN in the certificate and would like to set up a value for directoryName, use 
NULL as the value for UPN.

The configuration file /OneStep/samples/data/flatdemo.conf contains the 
Jurisdiction name. It may also contain a profile name.

Note: If Enforce Profile Definition was selected during the configuration of the 
extension profiles for the Jurisdiction, the profile name must be included; otherwise 
the error code KCSOSE_PROFILE is returned. The profile name must be one of those 
selected during configuration of the extension profiles for the Jurisdiction; otherwise 
the error code KCSOSE_PROFILE is returned. For more information about 
configuring Jurisdictions, see the RSA Certificate Manager Administrator’s Guide.

Certificate profiles are used to constrain or validate the information used in the 
certificate extensions. Profiles are created, assigned, edited, and managed by the 
Administrator through the RSA Certificate Manager administrative interface. For 
more information about profiles, see the RSA Certificate Manager Administrator’s 
Guide.
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Functions

The Flat File CGI sample plug-in uses the following functions:

KCSOSInitialize

• Checks that the CGI Server version number is KCSOSV_VERSION_6.

• Reads the configuration file and flat file. Saves the information into a data 
structure pointed to by the context, allocating memory as needed.

KCSOSExchange

• Finds the user name in the data structure pointed to by the context (from the flat 
file). Compares the password entered with the password in the flat file. If the 
password is incorrect, it returns KCSOSE_FAILURE.

• Populates the KCSOSD_ORGANIZATION, 
KCSOSD_ORGANIZATIONALUNIT, KCSOSD_COMMONNAME, and 
KCSOSD_EMAIL_ALTNAME name/value pairs with the values from the 
context corresponding to the user name.

• Returns KCSOSE_GENERATE_CERTIFICATE if authentication is successful.

KCSOSFinalize

• Frees memory allocated in KCSOSInitialize().

Preview of the LDAP CGI Sample Plug-In

The LDAP CGI sample plug-in allows end users using Microsoft Internet Explorer, 
Mozilla Firefox, and Mozilla web browsers to receive certificates through the 
OneStep CGI program. It authenticates end users based on passwords stored in an 
LDAP directory server. It obtains certificate attributes from the LDAP directory. The 
LDAP sample plug-in includes working binaries, source code, and HTML templates 
located in the /OneStep/samples directory.

The configuration file /OneStep/samples/data/ldapdemo.conf contains the 
Jurisdiction, profile (optional), LDAP server hostname or IP address, LDAP server 
port number, bind DN, bind password, base DN under which to search, the name of 
the filter LDAP attribute, and the name of the shared secret (password) LDAP 
attribute. The sample configuration file contains defaults of uid for the filter and 
userpassword for the shared secret attribute.

For a description of the LDAP sample plug-in HTML files, see Appendix A, 
“RSA OneStep File Reference.”
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Functions

The LDAP CGI sample plug-in uses the following functions:

KCSOSInitialize

• Checks that the version number is KCSOSV_VERSION_6.

• Reads the configuration file, and saves the information into the context, allocating 
memory as needed.

• Binds to the LDAP server.

• Returns KCSOSE_FAILURE on failure to bind to the LDAP server.

KCSOSExchange

• Creates the LDAP filter by concatenating the filter attribute name from the 
configuration file with the username value from the user, separated by an equals 
sign (=).

• Searches the LDAP directory for a match under the DN subtree from the 
configuration file, based on the filter.

• Sets the LDAP_STATUS name/value pair to the return code of the search 
function, and returns KCSOSE_FAILURE, if there is no match.

• Compares the password entered with the value of the shared secret attribute.

• Sets the LDAP_STATUS name/value pair to 0.

• Returns KCSOSE_FAILURE, if the password is incorrect.

• Populates the certificate attribute fields with appropriate LDAP attributes, if 
available.

• Returns KCSOSE_GENERATE_CERTIFICATE.

KCSOSFinalize

• Unbinds from the LDAP server, if needed.

• Frees memory allocated in KCSOSInitialize().

Preview of the Authentication CGI Sample Plug-In

The Authentication CGI sample plug-in is a superset of the Flat File and LDAP CGI 
sample plug-ins. It provides the option of strong, two-factor authentication procedures 
using SecurID tokens and Authentication Manager.

The Authentication sample plug-in allows end users using Microsoft Internet 
Explorer, Mozilla Firefox, and Mozilla web browsers to receive certificates through 
the OneStep CGI program. It authenticates end users using SecurID token two-factor 
authentication, shared secret LDAP attributes, or a flat file. It obtains certificate 
attributes from the LDAP directory or flat file. The Authentication sample plug-in 
includes working binaries, source code, and HTML templates located in the 
/OneStep/samples directory.
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The configuration file /OneStep/samples/data/acedemo.conf is similar to that of the 
LDAP CGI sample plug-in, with the addition of fields specifying whether to 
authenticate using Authentication, flat file, or LDAP, and whether to read certificate 
attributes from the flat file or LDAP. A third field specifies the Authentication Broker 
port number.

For a more detailed discussion of the Authentication Broker and Authentication 
Broker API, see Chapter 5, “RSA OneStep CGI Program with Authentication 
Broker.”

Functions for the Authentication CGI Sample Plug-In

The Authentication sample plug-in accomplishes the following functions:

KCSOSInitialize

• Checks that the version number is KCSOSV_VERSION_6.

• Reads the configuration file, and saves the information into the context, allocating 
memory as needed.

• Reads the flat file and saves the information in the context, allocating memory as 
needed.

• Binds to the LDAP server, if needed.

• Returns KCSOSE_FAILURE on failure.

KCSOSExchange

• Authenticates using LDAP or flat file as specified in the LDAP or Flat File 
plug-in, if not authenticating using Authentication Manager.

• Uses Authentication Broker API for RSA Authentication Manager authentication.

• Returns KCSOSE_ADVANCE for special cases of RSA Authentication 
authentication.

• Returns KCSOSE_FAILURE for authentication failures.

• Populates the certificate attribute fields with appropriate LDAP or flat file 
attributes, as defined in LDAP or Flat File sample plug-in.

• Returns KCSOSE_GENERATE_CERTIFICATE.

KCSOSFinalize

• Unbinds from the LDAP server, if needed.

• Frees memory allocated in KCSOSInitialize().
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Multiple Data Entry Authentication

Certain cases of Authentication Manager authentication, such as Next Token Mode 
and New Pin Mode, require the end user to enter multiple data. To properly support 
these cases, there is a separate broker program, the Authentication Broker.

The plug-in makes calls to the Authentication Broker API to send information to the 
Authentication Broker. The Authentication Broker uses that information to 
authenticate the end user through the Authentication Manager. It returns a message to 
the plug-in through the Authentication Broker API. In special multiple-data cases, the 
Authentication Broker returns a handle (integer) that identifies the session for 
subsequent calls to the Authentication Broker API. 

Using a OneStep CGI Program Sample Plug-In

After installing the OneStep CGI program as described in Chapter 1, “Overview of 
RSA OneStep,” perform the following tasks to use the sample plug-ins. These tasks 
are described in detail in the following sections:

1. Review the OneStep sample plug-in source code.

2. If you are authenticating or retrieving certificate attributes from an LDAP 
directory, set up an LDAP directory server.

3. If you are authenticating using the Authentication sample plug-in, set up 
Authentication Manager and its components.

4. Copy the files (plug-in data, configuration, and HTML, as needed).

5. Save the root CA certificate to a file for download by end users.

6. If you are using the Authentication sample plug-in, set the authentication and 
attribute retrieval methods.

7. Enroll for a certificate using the OneStep CGI solution.

Reviewing the OneStep Sample Plug-In Source Code

Each OneStep sample plug-in consists of three functions: KCSOSInitialize(), 
KCSOSExchange(), and KCSOSFinalize().

Familiarize yourself with the source code for the sample plug-in you have selected. 
For a description of the functions, see Chapter 2, “RSA OneStep API.”

Setting Up LDAP Directory Server 

This step is needed only if you are using LDAP for authentication or certificate 
attribute retrieval. If you want to use flat file retrieval, go to “Copying Files” on 
page 59. If you want to use Authentication Manager authentication, go to the 
following section, “Setting up Authentication Components.”
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To configure your LDAP server to work with the OneStep CGI program sample 
LDAP plug-in:

1. Import the ldapdemo.ldif file into your LDAP server.

2. Make sure the parameters in the ldapdemo.conf file are correct for your LDAP 
server.

Important: Your LDAP server must be set up to store password entries as 
cleartext. The LDAP sample plug-in compares the exact data returned by the 
LDAP server to the cleartext password entered by the user, rather than using an 
algorithm to create a cryptographic hash of the data. For a brief discussion of 
security, see “Security Issues” on page 15.

Setting up Authentication Components

This step is required only if you are using Authentication Manager authentication. If 
you are using flat file authentication, go to “Copying Files” on page 59.

Note: End users do not need to have Authentication Agent installed on their individual 
client machines.

1. Install Authentication Manager on a separate server from Certificate Manager.
For more information on installing Authentication Manager, see the appropriate 
platform-specific installation guide: RSA Authentication Manager for Windows 
Installation Guide or RSA Authentication Manager for UNIX Installation Guide.

2. Obtain and activate RSA SecurID tokens for the end users.
Each user that will use the Authentication Manager authentication process must 
have a separate SecurID token.
For more information on administering SecurID tokens, see the 
RSA Authentication Manager Administrator’s Guide.

3. Set up and run the Authentication Broker (see Chapter 5, “RSA OneStep CGI 
Program with Authentication Broker”).

Copying Files

Copy files from your /OneStep/samples directory to the appropriate directory:

1. Copy the appropriate plug-in file (.dll or .so) into /OneStep/plugins.

2. If you are authenticating or retrieving certificate attributes using a flat file, copy 
/OneStep/samples/data/flatdemo.data into /OneStep/conf.

3. Copy the appropriate configuration (.conf) file into /OneStep/conf.

4. Copy all of the HTML files from /OneStep/samples/htmldocs into 
/OneStep/htmldocs.

5. If you are using the LDAP or Authentication sample plug-ins on Windows, copy 
/OneStep/bin/nsldapssl32v30.dll into /OneStep/cgi-bin.

6. If you are using the Authentication sample plug-in on Windows, copy 
/OneStep/bin/acebrokerapi.dll into /OneStep/cgi/bin.
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Saving the Root CA Certificate to a File

If your users are using Internet Explorer on Windows Vista, Windows Server 2008, or 
Windows 7; Firefox; or Mozilla, make the root CA certificate available for download 
by end users from the /OneStep/htmldocs directory. Do this even if an Administrator 
pushed out the root CA certificate.

To download and save the root CA:

1. To determine the root CA, in Certificate Manager, click CA Operations and view 
the issuing CA certificate. Beside Certificate Chain, the first CA in the list is the 
root CA. If the CA is self-signed, it is the root CA.

2. View the root CA that you want to download.

3. Scroll down the page and, under CA Operations, click Download.

4. Save the certificate to a file named rootCA.crt.

5. In a Certificate Manager or Registration Manager installation, place the root CA 
certificate in /WebServer/OneStep/htmldocs. If OneStep is on an external web 
server, place the root CA certificate in the corresponding OneStep/htmldocs 
directory.

Setting Authentication and Attribute Retrieval Methods

If you are using the Authentication sample plug-in, set the authentication and attribute 
retrieval methods:

1. Open the acedemo.conf file.

2. Set the authentication method. Valid authentication methods are ACE, FLAT, and 
LDAP.

3. Set the certificate attribute retrieval method. Valid retrieval methods are LDAP 
and FLAT.

Important: If you are authenticating using the Authentication Manager, the 
Authentication user name must exist in the flat file or LDAP directory, or 
KCSOSExchange() returns an error.

Enrolling for a Certificate

To enroll for a test certificate using a OneStep CGI sample plug-in:

1. From your Microsoft Internet Explorer, Mozilla Firefox, or Mozilla browser, go to 
https://hostname:enroll-server port/OneStep.

2. In Internet Explorer on Windows Vista, Windows Server 2008, or Windows 7; 
Firefox; or Mozilla, click Install Root CA Certificate and follow the on-screen 
instructions to install the certificate.
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3. Fill out the Certificate Enrollment form with the following values appropriate for 
that sample plug-in. All values are case sensitive.
If authenticating using flat file or LDAP, use one of the following.

4. Click Accept.

5. If the enrollment succeeds, the certificate is installed, and the Enrollment 
Complete page opens.

After you have seen a sample plug-in in action, you can use the OneStep API to 
develop your own plug-in and HTML pages to suit your specific needs.

User Name Password Common Name

ajones password1 Allan Jones

bjones password3 Betty Jones

cjones password2 Chuck Jones

djones password4 Diana Jones

ejones password5 Edwin Jones
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5 RSA OneStep CGI Program with
Authentication Broker

This chapter describes the use of RSA OneStep in conjunction with the 
RSA Authentication Manager facilitated by:

• Authentication Broker
• Authentication Broker API

Introduction to the Authentication Broker

Some Authentication Manager authentication situations require multiple data entries 
from the end user, such as two successive passcodes. State information must be saved 
across these multiple entries. Due to the transient nature of CGI programs, this state 
information cannot be saved across invocations of the OneStep CGI program.

The OneStep CGI program resolves this problem by using the Authentication Broker. 
The Authentication Broker runs on the same machine as the OneStep CGI program, 
but it runs continuously. The Authentication Broker is a TCP/IP program that binds to 
a port and listens for connections. For multiple data entry cases, the Authentication 
Broker returns an integer handle that can be placed in a hidden field on an HTML 
page. This handle allows multiple invocations of the OneStep CGI program to 
reference the necessary information saved by the Authentication Broker. In this way, 
it facilitates Authentication Manager authentication and multiple data entry cases.

How the Authentication Broker Works

The framing layer and protocol used for communication is entirely encapsulated and 
hidden within the Authentication Broker API. This protocol is not encrypted, so to 
ensure security, all communication between the API and the Authentication Broker 
happens across the localhost interface. Therefore, the Authentication Broker and the 
OneStep CGI plug-in using the Authentication Broker API, must both run on the same 
physical machine.

The Authentication Broker reads from a simple configuration file with lines consisting 
of a name followed by white space and a value (optionally enclosed in double quotes). 
The default file is acebroker.conf in the same directory as the executable. A different 
file can be specified using the -f parameter on the command line. The values read from 
this file are the TCP port and session timeout.
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Requirements of the Authentication Broker

The machine on which the Authentication Broker is running must be enabled as a 
Communication Server client on the Authentication Manager. For 
RSA Authentication Manager 6.0 and later, this client (agent) must have an Acting 
Server. Users who are authenticated through the Authentication Broker must be 
allowed from this client. The Authentication Broker machine must have a DNS entry 
and corresponding reverse DNS entry to connect to Authentication Manager.

The sdconf.rec file must be copied from Authentication Manager to the 
Authentication Broker machine, into the /var/ace directory on Solaris or Linux, or 
into the WINNT\SYSTEM32 directory on Windows. The user that the 
Authentication Broker program runs as must have read and write access to this file and 
the directory in which it resides.

For more information about the Authentication Manager, see the RSA Authentication 
Manager Administrator’s Guide.

Starting and Stopping the Authentication Broker

On Windows, start the Authentication Broker by double-clicking its icon. A command 
line window opens, but it can be minimized. Stop the Authentication Broker by 
clicking the close box.

On Solaris or Linux, start the Authentication Broker by typing ./acebroker & in 
the directory where the Authentication Broker is located. Stop the Authentication 
Broker by finding the process ID number (PID) and sending the KILL signal.

Note: The Authentication Broker uses version 6.0 of the Authentication Manager API 
for communication with Authentication Manager. Therefore, Authentication Manager 
must be version 6.0 or later. The Win32 libraries for the Authentication API are 
dynamic, whereas the Solaris and Linux libraries are static. Therefore, Win32 
aceclnt.dll and sdmsg.dll libraries are included with the distribution of the 
Authentication Broker.

The Authentication Broker API

The Authentication Broker API contains the following components:

• A C language header file (acebrokerAPI.h), which contains result codes, a data 
structure for passing information to and from the Authentication Broker, and 
function prototypes

• A dynamic library/shared object, which implements the functions and 
communication with the Authentication Broker
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Result Codes

The following table describes the Authentication Broker result codes (message types).

Authentication Broker API kab_struct Structure

The data structure of the Authentication Broker API is as follows:

typedef struct _kab_struct {
/* input/output */
int handle; /* handle to the broker session */

/* input */
/* value of value1 or 2 will depend on the message type */
char value1[24]; /* username or data, depending on msg type */
char value2[24]; /* data */

Result Code Usage Description

KAB_UNKNOWN output Message type (msgType) is not recognized.

KAB_NEW_REQUEST input End user makes a new authentication request.

KAB_AUTHENTICATED output Request is authenticated.

KAB_ACCESS_DENIED output Request is denied.

KAB_GENERATED_PIN output Authentication Manager generates a new PIN 
for the end user.

KAB_NEW_PASSCODE input End user supplies a passcode after receiving a 
generated PIN or sending in a new PIN.

KAB_NEW_PIN_REQUIRED output End user must supply a new PIN.

KAB_NEW_PIN input End user sends in a new PIN.

KAB_NEW_PIN_ACCEPTED output The new PIN is accepted.

KAB_NEW_PIN_REJECTED output The new PIN is rejected.

KAB_NEXT_CODE_REQUIRED output A second passcode is required.

KAB_NEXT_CODE input End user supplies the second passcode.

KAB_HANDLE_NOT_VALID output The handle is not recognized, the handle does 
not match the new information, or the request 
has been timed out.

KAB_INVALID_INPUT output The PIN is incorrect (for example, misspelling 
or wrong number of characters).

KAB_INTERNAL_ERROR output Internal error or malfunction.
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/* output */
char systemPIN[16]; /* the pin returned by the system */
char maxPinLen; /* the maximum pin length allowed */
char minPinLen; /* the minimum pin length allowed */
char pinFormat; /* the required pin format */

} kab_struct;

Authentication Broker Functions

KeonAceBrokerCodeString

Prototype
const char * const KeonAceBrokerCodeString

(kab_rc input);

Purpose

This function returns a NULL-terminated character string corresponding to the input 
result code.

Parameters

input The result code value.

Return Value

Pointer to a static character string corresponding to the value of input.

KeonAceBrokerClientMain

Prototype
int KeonAceBrokerClientMain(int brokerport,
                            kab_rc *msgType,
                            kab_struct *msgData);

Purpose

The value pointed to by msgType is modified and can then be used to determine 
whether additional calls are needed. The values of the output fields in the structure 
pointed to by msgData may be changed by the function, depending on the (new) 
value of *msgType.

Parameters

brokerport The TCP port on which the Authentication Broker is running.

msgType Used for the message type of the input and the message type of the output.

msgData Used for input and output from the broker.

Return Value

If successful, returns zero (0). If not, returns non-zero value.
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The Authentication Broker Session Process

The following figure illustrates a typical Authentication Broker session.

Authentication Broker Session

First Call

An Authentication Broker session begins with the first call of type 
KAB_NEW_REQUEST to KeonAceBrokerClientMain().

The request contains the following data:

• msgData->value1 the user name

• msgData->value2 the passcode (PIN and tokencode)

msgData->value1 and msgData->value2 are always NULL-terminated ASCII 
character strings.

First call
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authenti-
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Failure to 
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Responses to First Call

The OneStep-RSA Authentication Manager responds to the first call in one of five 
ways:

• Successful authentication

– The user has successfully authenticated to Authentication Manager.

– Output message type (*msgType) is KAB_AUTHENTICATED.

– The session is finished.

• Failure to authenticate

– The user has failed to authenticate to Authentication Manager.

– Output message type is KAB_ACCESS_DENIED.

– The session is finished.

• New PIN Mode

– The user must generate a new PIN, use a PIN generated by Authentication 
Manager, or choose between the two.

– Output message type is KAB_GENERATED_PIN or 
KAB_NEW_PIN_REQUIRED.

– Continue with the following section, “New PIN Mode.”

• Next Token Mode

– The user must enter a new passcode, based on the next code displayed on the 
token.

– Output message type is KAB_NEXT_CODE_REQUIRED.

– Go to “Next Token Mode” on page 70.

• Error Occurred

– Output message type is KAB_UNKNOWN if the input message type is not 
one of the valid types, namely KAB_NEW_REQUEST, KAB_NEW_PIN, 
KAB_NEW_PASSCODE, or KAB_NEXT_CODE.

– Output message type is KAB_HANDLE_NOT_VALID if the session has 
timed out or if the handle was never associated with a session.

– Output message type is KAB_INTERNAL_ERROR if the OneStep 
Authentication Broker cannot be reached, or if some other internal error 
occurred.

– Output message type is KAB_INVALID_INPUT if the authentication session 
referred to by the handle is not in the appropriate state for the input message 
type, or if invalid input was supplied and the input message type was one of 
KAB_NEW_PIN, KAB_NEW_PASSCODE, or KAB_NEXT_CODE.

– KeonAceBrokerClientMain() returns an integer other than zero.

The Authentication Broker must be stopped and restarted.
When any error occurs, the session is finished.
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New PIN Mode

“New PIN Mode” indicates that the end user’s PIN is no longer valid. The output 
result code is either KAB_GENERATED_PIN or KAB_NEW_PIN_REQUIRED, 
and a session identifier is set in the handle field of the message data kab_struct. The 
handle field must be set to this value during subsequent calls, so that the 
Authentication Broker can reference the correct session.

Note: When a session is successfully referenced, it begins a period of validity limited 
to 120 seconds, after which it is timed out. New sessions start automatically if needed, 
and time out so that volatile information does not remain indefinitely.

If the output message type is:

• KAB_GENERATED_PIN. The user must use the PIN generated by 
Authentication Manager, which is set in the systemPIN member of the message 
data as a NULL-terminated ASCII character string. This PIN should be displayed 
to the user. (Go to “New Passcode Call” on page 70.)

• KAB_NEW_PIN_REQUIRED. The user must generate a new PIN. The message 
data members maxPinLen, minPinLen, and pinFormat is set with integer values 
(not ASCII characters, as the data type may imply):

– If pinFormat is 1, the PIN can have alphanumeric characters.

– If pinFormat is 0, the PIN must have only numeric characters.

Additionally, if the user can optionally choose a PIN generated by Authentication 
Manager, the systemPIN member of the message data is set to the optional system 
generated PIN, and should be displayed to the user. (Go to the following section, 
“New PIN Call.”)

New PIN Call

If the user generates a new PIN or selects the PIN generated by Authentication 
Manager, a call must be made to KeonAceBrokerClientMain(). This call should be 
type KAB_NEXT_CODE, where value1 of the message data is set to the new PIN 
(whether or not generated by Authentication Manager), and the handle field is set to 
the appropriate session identifier.

The OneStep Authentication Broker responds to the call in one of two ways:

• New PIN Accepted

– The PIN is accepted.

– Output message type is KAB_NEW_PIN_ACCEPTED.

– Go to the following section “New Passcode Call.”

• New PIN Rejected

– The PIN specified had an incorrect format or length.

– Output message type is either KAB_NEW_PIN_REJECTED or 
KAB_INVALID_INPUT.

– The session is finished.
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New Passcode Call

If the output message type is KAB_GENERATED_PIN (from “New PIN Mode” on 
page 69) or KAB_NEW_PIN_ACCEPTED (from the preceding section, “New PIN 
Call”), the session identifier (which has not changed) is set in the handle field of the 
message data kab_struct.

Note: When a session is successfully referenced, it begins a period of validity limited 
to 120 seconds, after which it is timed out. New sessions start automatically if needed, 
and time out so that volatile information does not remain indefinitely.

The end user must wait until the token displays a new code and then enter a new 
passcode based on the new code and the user’s new PIN.

The subsequent call to KeonAceBrokerClientMain() should be type 
KAB_NEW_PASSCODE, where value1 of the message data is set to the new 
passcode entered by the user, and the handle field is set to the appropriate session 
identifier. (Go to “Responses to First Call” on page 68.)

Next Token Mode

Next Token Mode indicates that the end user must enter a second passcode. The 
output message type is KAB_NEXT_CODE_REQUIRED, and a session identifier is 
set in the handle field of the message data kab_struct.

Note: When a session is successfully referenced, it begins a period of validity limited 
to 120 seconds, after which it is timed out. New sessions start automatically if needed, 
and time out so that volatile information does not remain indefinitely.

The end user must wait until the token displays a new code and then enter a new 
passcode based on the new code and the user’s PIN.

The subsequent call to KeonAceBrokerClientMain() should be type 
KAB_NEXT_CODE, where value1 of the message data is set to the new passcode 
entered by the user, and the handle field is set to the appropriate session identifier. 
(Return to “Responses to First Call” on page 68.)
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6 The CMP Solution

This chapter describes the three CMP plug-ins that are included with RSA Certificate 
Manager. RSA OneStep offers automatic certificate enrollment using a subset of the 
Certificate Management Protocol (CMP). CMP defines message syntax and semantics 
that support certificate management. It is part of the Certificate Manager package. For 
more information about how the CMP Server works with Certificate Manager, see the 
RSA Certificate Manager Administrator’s Guide.

Important: Although the function interfaces and name/value pairs appear to be similar 
for both the CMP plug-ins and the CGI plug-ins, they have significant differences. 
The plug-in types are not interoperable or interchangeable.

The ready-made CMP plug-ins work with the CMP Server. The plug-ins use different 
methods to authenticate end users:

Flat File CMP Plug-In. Authenticates end users based on KeyIDs stored in a flat 
file.

Certificate Manager CMP Plug-In. Authenticates end users based on a KeyID 
stored in the Certificate Manager Secure Directory Server.

3gpp CMP Plugin. Authenticates end users based on KeyIDs stored in a flat file.

These CMP authentication plug-ins are installed as a part of Certificate Manager. 
They do not require separate installation or configuration procedures, except to select 
a specific plug-in (see “Configuring a CMP Plug-In” on page 75). You can use the 
authentication plug-ins described in “Preview of the Flat File CMP Plug-In” on 
page 74 and “Preview of the Certificate Manager CMP Plug-In” on page 73. You can 
also write your own authentication plug-ins for the CMP Server, as described in 
“Writing Custom Plug-Ins for CMP” on page 76.

How CMP Uses RSA OneStep

The CMP Server provides certificate enrollment through the CMP protocol. The 
OneStep CMP plug-ins allow you to interface to data repositories for information 
associated with a KeyID.

The end user presents the CMP Server with a CMP message containing the KeyID, 
which identifies the end user. The CMP Server accesses a data file, matches the 
KeyID, and determines the end user’s shared secret, which confirms the end user’s 
identity by allowing the CMP Server to verify the message protection.
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The CMP Server provides a single attribute as input to the plug-in.

The CMP plug-ins provide the CMP Server with the following string attribute values 
for each KeyID.

Attribute Value Required/Optional

KCSOSD_KEY_ID Identifies the shared secret by a 
string, such as userID or employee 
SIN. KCSOSExchange() looks up 
the associated data in the data 
store. 

If the client is using 
signature-based protection, the 
KeyID must be the MD5 hash of 
the certificate used to sign the 
request message. 

Attribute Value Required/Optional

KCSOSD_SHARED_SECRET Authenticates and confirms the 
identity of the end user 
requesting a certificate.

This value is used for client 
verification after the 
KCSOSExchange() function is 
called, and before a certificate is 
generated.

Required, unless the 
KeyID specifies the MD5 
hash of the certificate 
being used for 
signature-based message 
protection.

KCSOSD_POP_REQUIRED A string value of true or false 
indicates whether the end user 
sending the request must 
provide proof-of-possession of 
a private key, and which the 
CMP server must verify.

If not set, the default 
value is true.

KCSOSD_JURISDICTION_ID Specifies the unique ID of the 
Jurisdiction of the certificate 
request.

Required.

KCSOSD_PROFILE_ID Specifies the unique ID of the 
profile under which to issue the 
certificate.

Required.
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Preview of the Certificate Manager CMP Plug-In

The Certificate Manager CMP plug-in (onestep.osa) is located in the 
/installed-dir/CmpServer/osa directory and uses the Certificate Manager Secure 
Directory Server as a data store to authenticate CMP client requests. You can add to or 
modify values used by the Certificate Manager CMP plug-in through the Shared 
Secrets page of the Certificate Operations workbench. (For more information on the 
Certificate Operations workbench, see the RSA Certificate Manager Vettor’s Guide.)

Registering KeyId or Shared Secrets

To register a KeyID or shared secret:

1. Connect to Certificate Manager as a Vettor.

2. Click Certificate Operations.

KCSOSD_CERTDN Indicates the certificate subject 
DN to use. If present, the value 
of this attribute overrides the 
subject DN specified in the 
CMP request. Supported 
attribute types:

• CN (common name)

• S (surname)

• G (given name)

• EA (e-mail address)

• UID (user ID)

• OU (organizational unit)

• O (organization)

• L (locality)

• ST (state or province)

• C (country)

• DC (domain component)

• SN (client serial number)

• UNSTRUCTUREDNAME
• UNSTRUCTUREDADDRESS

Optional.

Attribute Value Required/Optional
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3. Under CMP, click Shared Secrets.
The CMP Shared Secret Search page opens. From this page, you can create new 
shared secrets and search for existing shared secrets to modify or delete.

Preview of the Flat File CMP Plug-In

The flat file CMP plug-in (flatfile.osa) is located in the /installed-dir/CmpServer/osa 
directory. It uses a file (ss.dat) as a data store to authenticate CMP client requests. A 
template ss.dat file is located in the /installed-dir/CmpServer/conf directory. 

You can add to or modify the data in the ss.dat file by using the tag=value format, and 
maintaining the following order exactly:

• keyid=index for authentication information

• sharedsecret=shared secret used to verify protection

• poprequired=true or false (to indicate if proof-of-possession is required)

• domainid=id of the target Jurisdiction

• profile=id of profile under which the certificate will be issued

• certdn=dn to be enforced for all certificates issued for this keyid

A value must be present for each tag, with the exception of certdn, in which case the 
line can appear incomplete as follows:

certdn=

Multiple KeyID tags may be present in the file. However, each KeyID tag must be 
followed by the sharedsecret, poprequired, domainid, profile, and certdn tags.
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Preview of the 3gpp CMP Plug-In

The 3gpp plug-in (3gpp.osa) is located in the /installed-dir/CmpServer/osa directory 
and uses a file (ss.dat) as a data store to authenticate CMP client requests. A template 
ss.dat file is located in the /installed-dir/CmpServer/conf directory. To enable the 
functionality supported by the 3gpp plug-in, add the missing directives in exactly the 
following order and configure the values as described:

• keyid=for a request using a shared secret, an index for authentication 
information; for a signature-based request, must be the Subject DN of the target 
CA (the CA that will issue the certificate).

• sharedsecret=shared secret used to verify protection.

• poprequired=true or false, to indicate if proof-of-possession is required.

• domainid=ID of the target jurisdiction.

• profile=ID of profile under which the certificate is issued.
If there is no certificate profile, the profile must be set to No Extensions.

• certdn=DN to be enforced for all certificates issued for this keyid.

• trustedcadir=folder where the list of PEMs of trusted CAs is stored.
If the value is specified, the CMP Server checks for the issuer of the third-party 
certificate against the list of CAs stored as PEMs.

• ocsp_server_host=name of the host on which the OCSP Responder is running.

• ocsp_server_port=port number of the OCSP Responder.

• use_vendorcert_cn=0 or 1. Whether to use (1) or not use (0)the CN of the 
third-party certificate as the Subject DN if the certificate request does not contain 
a Common Name. 

• whitelist_file=filename of the XML file that contains the list of CN values against 
which the requestor’s CN is checked.

You must provide a value for the keyid, poprequired, domainid, and profile directives. 
The other tag-value pairs may be incomplete, for example, sharedsecret=. 

Multiple key ID tags may be present in the file but each key ID tag must be followed 
by all the directives as listed.

Configuring a CMP Plug-In

The Certificate Manager package includes three working CMP plug-ins. The plugin 
parameter in the configuration file, /installed-dir/CmpServer/conf/cmp.conf, 
specifies which plug-in Certificate Manager uses. You can edit the configuration file 
to use either of the plug-ins provided with the CMP Server, or a plug-in of your own 
design.

To set the use of a CMP plug-in:

• For the CMP flat file plug-in, edit the plugin tag in the configuration file to use 
flatfile.
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• For the Certificate Manager CMP plug-in, leave the plugin tag in the 
configuration file as the default value, onestep.

• For the 3gpp plug-in, edit the plugin tag in the configuration file to use 3gpp.

Writing Custom Plug-Ins for CMP

The CMP Server uses authentication plug-ins whose function interfaces are similar to 
those for the CGI program described earlier. The onestepAPI.h C language header 
file should be included in your custom plug-in source. For more information, see 
Appendix A, “RSA OneStep File Reference.”

The plug-in must have an extension of .osa. The interface functions should export the 
three interfaces with the following functionality:

KCSOSInitialize

• Initializes the plug-in context.

KCSOSExchange

• The pInterface structure passed in from the CMP server only contains 
KCSOSD_KEY_ID.

• Inserts values for KCSOSD_JURISDICTION_ID and KCSOSD_PROFILE_ID 
attributes as name/value pairs into the pInterface structure.

• Inserts the KCSOSD_POP_REQUIRED attribute with a value of either true or 
false.

• Requires insertion of the KCSOSD_SHARED_SECRET attribute into the 
pInterface structure, unless the KeyID specifies the MD5 hash of the certificate 
and is being used for signature-based message protection.

• The KCSOSD_CERTDN attribute is optional.

KCSOSFinalize

• Releases the plug-in context.

To develop other types of plug-ins, see Chapter 4, “The RSA OneStep CGI Program.”

Important: Although the function interfaces and name/value pairs appear to be similar 
for both the CMP plug-ins and the OneStep CGI plug-ins, they have significant 
differences. The plug-in types are not interoperable or interchangeable.
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A RSA OneStep File Reference

The following tables list the files and subdirectories contained in the RSA OneStep 
CGI package.

OneStep/bin

The /OneStep/bin directory contains the Authentication Broker and the shared objects 
or dynamic libraries needed to run the sample plug-ins.

OneStep/cgi-bin

The /OneStep/cgi-bin directory contains the OneStep CGI program executable file. 

Platform Filename Description

Solaris, Linux, and 
Windows

acebroker.conf The Authentication Broker configuration 
file.

Solaris and Linux 
only

acebroker The Authentication Broker executable.

acebrokerapi.so The Authentication Broker API shared 
object.

libldapssl30.so The LDAP shared object required by the 
LDAP sample plug-in and the 
Authentication sample plug-in.

Windows only acebroker.exe The Authentication Broker executable.

acebrokerapi.dll The Authentication Broker API DLL.

nsldapssl32v30.dll The LDAP DLL required by the LDAP 
sample plug-in and the Authentication 
sample plug-in.

aceclnt.dll
sdmsg.dll

The RSA Authentication DLLs required by 
the Authentication Broker.

Platform Filename Description

Solaris and Linux 
only

onestep The OneStep CGI program executable.

Windows only onestep.exe The OneStep CGI program executable.
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OneStep/conf

The /OneStep/conf directory contains configuration files for the OneStep CGI 
program and configuration files for plug-ins.

OneStep/htmldocs

The /OneStep/htmldocs directory will contain the HTML pages customized by you 
as the developer. The OneStep CGI program can load HTML templates from 
subdirectories of the /htmldocs directory. 

OneStep/include

The /OneStep/include directory contains the C header files for the OneStep API and 
Authentication Broker API. 

OneStep/plugins

The /OneStep/plugins directory will contain the plug-ins for the OneStep CGI 
program. For security reasons, plug-ins must reside in the /plugins directory. The 
OneStep CGI program cannot access subdirectories inside the /plugins directory.

Platform Filename Description

Solaris, Linux, and 
Windows

onestep.conf The OneStep CGI program configuration 
file.

Platform Filename Description

Solaris, Linux, and 
Windows

onestepAPI.h The header file for the OneStep API.

acebrokerAPI.h The header file for the Authentication 
Broker API.
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OneStep/samples

The /OneStep/samples directory contains the demonstration plug-ins, including 
source code, HTML, and pre-built binaries.

Platform Filename Description

Solaris and Linux 
only

Makefile The file used to build the sample plug-in 
shared objects.

acedemo.so The pre-compiled Authentication sample 
plug-in shared object.

flatdemo.so The pre-compiled Flat File sample plug-in 
shared object.

ldapdemo.so The pre-compiled LDAP sample plug-in 
shared object.

Windows only onestepdemos.dsw
acedemo.dsp
flatdemo.dsp
ldapdemo.dsp

The files used to build the sample plug-in 
DLLs (Microsoft Visual C version 6). 

acedemo.dll The pre-compiled Authentication sample 
plug-in DLL.

flatdemo.dll The pre-compiled Flat File sample plug-in 
DLL.

ldapdemo.dll The pre-compiled LDAP sample plug-in 
DLL.
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OneStep/samples/data

The /OneStep/samples/data subdirectory contains data and configuration files for the 
sample plug-ins.

Platform Filename Description

Solaris, Linux, and 
Windows

acedemo.conf Configuration file for the Authentication 
sample plug-in.

flatdemo.conf Configuration file for the Flat File sample 
plug-in.

flatdemo.data Data (flat) file for the Flat File sample 
plug-in.

ldapdemo.conf Configuration file for the LDAP sample 
plug-in.

ldapdemo.ldif Data file for the LDAP sample plug-in (to 
be imported into an LDAP Directory 
Server).
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OneStep/samples/htmldocs

The /OneStep/samples/htmldocs subdirectory contains HTML files and templates 
for the sample plug-ins.

Browser Filename Description

All browsers index.html This file allows the end user to select one 
of the following plug-ins:

• Authentication demo

• Flat file demo

• LDAP demo

index_ace.html Redirects end users to the appropriate 
enrollment page for their browser, 
providing the starting point for the 
Authentication sample plug-in.

index_flat.html Redirects end users to the appropriate 
enrollment page for their browser, 
providing the starting point for the Flat File 
sample plug-in.

index_ldap.html Redirects end users to the appropriate 
enrollment page for their browser, 
providing the starting point for the LDAP 
sample plug-in.

error.html Displays error messages to end users, 
based on KCSOSD_PLUGIN_STATUS 
and KCSOSD_ERROR_STATUS token 
replacements. Includes support for error 
messages based on LDAP_STATUS or 
ACE_STATUS token replacements.

special_ace.html Handles special cases of Authentication 
authentications that require the end user to 
enter multiple data, and includes handle 
token replacements for the Authentication 
Broker API handle.
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Microsoft Internet 
Explorer only

enroll_msie_flat.html Provides the enrollment page for the Flat 
File sample plug-in through Microsoft 
Internet Explorer, including:

• End-user input fields for user name, 
password, and KCSOSD_LOCALITY.

• Browser key generation support, using 
VBScript and XEnroll.cab.

• User-selectable field with appropriate 
values for KCSOSD_KEYUSAGE.

• Hidden field for KCSOSC_ALIAS with 
the plug-in name.

• Hidden field for 
KCSOSC_GENERATE_PAGE with the 
appropriate value (install_msie.html).

Note: If the HTML page specified by 
KCSOSC_GENERATE_PAGE does not 
exist, the certificate is issued by Certificate 
Manager, but not delivered to the end user.

• Hidden field for 
KCSOSC_AUTHFAIL_PAGE with 
error.html.

• Hidden field for 
KCSOSC_ERROR_PAGE with 
error.html.

enroll_msie_ldap.html Provides the enrollment page for the 
LDAP sample plug-in through Microsoft 
Internet Explorer.

Unlike the Flat File sample plug-in, on the 
LDAP sample plug-in enrollment pages, 
no field exists for the end user to enter a 
value for KCSOSD_LOCALITY.

enroll_msie_ace.html Provides the enrollment page for the 
Authentication sample plug-in through 
Microsoft Internet Explorer. Similar to 
LDAP sample plug-in enrollment page, 
with additional hidden field for 
KCSOSC_ADVANCE_PAGE = 
special_ace.html.

icontrol.vbs Provides the VBScript code you need to 
generate a key pair for a certificate 
enrollment.

Browser Filename Description
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Microsoft Internet 
Explorer only 
(cont.)

install_msie.html Installs the certificate into Microsoft 
Internet Explorer using VBScript and 
xenroll.cab object. The 
KCSOSD_P7_X509 token is replaced with 
the certificate information needed by the 
VBScript.

If Microsoft Exchange/Outlook support is 
enabled, but key recovery is not enabled 
for the current Jurisdiction, this page also 
loads and runs the Outlook ActiveX 
control.

success_msie.html Displays a success message to Microsoft 
Internet Explorer end users upon 
successful certificate installation.

If both Microsoft Exchange/Outlook 
support and key recovery are enabled for 
the current Jurisdiction, this page also 
loads and runs the Outlook ActiveX 
control.

Browser Filename Description
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Mozilla Firefox, and 
Mozilla only

enroll_ns_flat.html Provides the enrollment page for the Flat 
File sample plug-in through Firefox or 
Mozilla, including:

• End-user input fields for user name, 
password, and KCSOSD_LOCALITY.

• Browser key generation support, using 
the KEYGEN tag.

• User-selectable field with appropriate 
values for KCSOSD_KEYUSAGE.

• Hidden field for KCSOSC_ALIAS with 
the plug-in name.

• Hidden field for 
KCSOSC_GENERATE_PAGE with the 
appropriate value (install_ns.html).

Note: If the HTML page specified by 
KCSOSC_GENERATE_PAGE does not 
exist, the certificate is issued by Certificate 
Manager, but not delivered to the end user.

• Hidden field for 
KCSOSC_AUTHFAIL_PAGE with 
error.html.

• Hidden field for 
KCSOSC_ERROR_PAGE with 
error.html.

enroll_ns_ldap.html Provides the enrollment page for the 
LDAP sample plug-in through Firefox or 
Mozilla.

Unlike the Flat File sample plug-in, on the 
LDAP sample plug-in enrollment pages, 
no field exists for the end user to enter a 
value for KCSOSD_LOCALITY.

enroll_ns_ace.html Provides the enrollment page for the 
Authentication sample plug-in through 
Firefox or Mozilla. Similar to LDAP 
sample plug-in enrollment page, with 
additional hidden field for 
KCSOSC_ADVANCE_PAGE = 
special_ace.html.

install_ns.html Installs the certificate into Mozilla Firefox 
or Mozilla.

success_ns.html Sent with certificate in a multi-part 
response. Displays a success message 
when certificate is successfully installed.

Browser Filename Description
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OneStep/samples/include

The /OneStep/samples/include subdirectory contains the following files.

OneStep/samples/lib

The /OneStep/samples/lib subdirectory contains the link libraries needed to build the 
sample plug-ins.

Platform Filename Description

Solaris, Linux, and 
Windows

ace_util.h Header file for the utility functions used by 
the Authentication sample plug-in.

common_util.h Header file for the structures and utility 
functions used by all sample plug-ins.

flat_util.h Header file for structures and utility 
functions used by Flat File and 
Authentication sample plug-ins.

lber.h Header file for the LDAP BER functions 
and data used by the LDAP and 
Authentication sample plug-ins.

ldap.h Header file for the LDAP functions and 
data used by the LDAP and Authentication 
sample plug-ins.

ldap_util.h Header file for structures and utility 
functions used by LDAP and 
Authentication sample plug-ins.

Platform Filename Description

Windows only acebrokerapi.lib The link library for acebrokerapi.dll

nsldapssl32v30.lib The link library for nsldapssl32v30.dll
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OneStep/samples/source

The /OneStep/samples/source subdirectory contains the following files.

Platform Filename Description

Solaris, Linux, and 
Windows

ace_util.c Source file implementing utility functions 
used by the Authentication sample plug-in.

acedemo.c Source file implementing the 
KCSOSInitialize(), KCSOSExchange(), 
and KCSOSFinalize() functions for the 
Authentication sample plug-in.

common_util.c Source file implementing utility functions 
used by all sample plug-ins.

flat_util.c Source file implementing utility functions 
used by the Flat and Authentication sample 
plug-ins.

flatdemo.c Source file implementing the 
KCSOSInitialize(), KCSOSExchange(), 
and KCSOSFinalize() functions for the 
Flat sample plug-in.

ldap_util.c Source file implementing utility functions 
used by the LDAP and Authentication 
sample plug-ins.

ldapdemo.c Source file implementing the 
KCSOSInitialize(), KCSOSExchange(), 
and KCSOSFinalize() functions for the 
LDAP sample plug-in.

Solaris and Linux 
only

onestepdemo.map Map file to export KCSOSInitialize(), 
KCSOSExchange(), and KCSOSFinalize() 
functions from the sample plug-in shared 
objects.
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OneStep/setup

Used for requesting and retrieving an SSL certificate that enables the OneStep CGI 
program to issue end-user certificates through RSA Certificate Manager.

Windows only acedemo.def Definitions file to export 
KCSOSInitialize(), KCSOSExchange(), 
and KCSOSFinalize() functions from the 
Authentication sample plug-in DLL.

flatdemo.def Definitions file to export 
KCSOSInitialize(), KCSOSExchange(), 
and KCSOSFinalize() functions from the 
Flat File sample plug-in DLL.

ldapdemo.def Definitions file to export 
KCSOSInitialize(), KCSOSExchange(), 
and KCSOSFinalize() functions from the 
LDAP sample plug-in DLL.

Platform Filename Description

Platform Filename Description

Solaris, Linux, and 
Windows

setupSSL.conf The configuration file for the setupSSL 
program.

Solaris and Linux 
only

setupSSL The program that creates a public/private 
key pair and requests an SSL certificate 
from Certificate Manager.

setupSSLStrings.so A file needed by the setupSSL program.

Windows only setupSSL.exe The program that creates a public/private 
key pair and requests an SSL certificate 
from Certificate Manager.

setupSSLStrings.dll A file needed by the setupSSL program.
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OneStep/ssl

Contains the SSL certificate and associated private key that enables OneStep to issue 
end-user certificates.

OneStep CMP File References

The OneStep CMP files are installed with Certificate Manager. They are located in the 
/CmpServer subdirectory of the installed Certificate Manager directory.

CmpServer/osa

The /CmpServer/osa subdirectory contains the plug-ins installed with Certificate 
Manager. It contains the following files.

Note: The onestepAPI.h C language header file included with the OneStep CGI 
package is also used to develop custom CMP plug-ins.

CmpServer/conf

The /CmpServer/conf subdirectory contains configuration files for the CMP server, 
and the data file read by the CMP flat file or 3gpp plug-in (ss.dat).

Platform Filename Description

Solaris, Linux, and 
Windows

certs/onestep.cert The SSL certificate file.

private/onestep.key The private key file associated with the 
SSL certificate.

Filename Description

flatfile.osa Source file implementing the KCSOSInitialize(), KCSOSExchange(), and 
KCSOSFinalize() functions for the flat file plug-in.

onestep.osa Source file implementing the KCSOSInitialize(), KCSOSExchange(), and 
KCSOSFinalize() functions for the Certificate Manager plug-in.

3gpp.osa Source file implementing the KCSOSInitialize(), KCSOSExchange(), and 
KCSOSFinalize() functions for the 3gpp CMP plug-in.

Filename Description

ss.dat.sample Sample file for the flatfile.osa or 3gpp.osa plug-in used as a data store to 
authenticate CMP client requests. Values can be modified using the 
tag=value format. This file must be renamed or copied to ss.dat for the 
flatfile.osa or 3gpp.osa plug-in to access it.

cmp.conf The CMP server configuration file.
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B RSA OneStep Additional Features

This appendix provides additional information and instructions required by developers 
of RSA OneStep package. 

You can add the following additional feature to OneStep: allow customer-written 
authentication plug-ins to specify additional certificate extensions to be included in 
the certificates that are issued by RSA Certificate Manager via OneStep.

Additional Certificate Extensions

You must perform the following steps to build and install the sample plug-in that adds 
additional certificate extensions:

1. Modify the source file (flatdemo.c) for the flatdemo plug-in:

a. Search the source file for the string CERT_EXTENSIONS and uncomment 
the commented out code.

b. Remove the preprocessor directive #if 0 around the addExtensions function.

2. Modify the VC++ project settings or the Solaris or Linux makefile to indicate the 
location of the RSA Certificate Manager API header and library files. For 
instructions, see the following sections, “Modifying VC++ 6.0 Project Settings on 
Windows” and “Modifying the Solaris or Linux Makefile.”

3. Build the flatdemo sample.

4. Copy the flatdemo.dll or flatdemo.so to the /OneStep_installed_dir/plugins 
directory.

Modifying VC++ 6.0 Project Settings on Windows

To modify the VC++ 6.0 project settings:

1. Open the onestepdemos.dsw workspace in VC++ 6.0.

2. Set the active project to flatdemo.

3. Select Project Menu > Settings (Alt-F7).

a. On the C/C++ tab, select Preprocessor from the Category drop-down list.

b. In the Additional include directories field, enter the path to the Certificate 
Manager API include directory.

c. On the Link tab, select Input from the Category drop-down list.

d. In the Object/library modules field, type:

xuda.lib

and 

ws2_32.lib
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e. Do one of the following:

– If Win32 Release is selected in the Setting For drop-down list, in the 
Ignore Libraries field, add LIBC.lib.

– If Win32 Debug is selected in the Setting For drop-down list, in the 
Ignore Libraries field, add LIBCMT.lib and LIBC.lib.

f. In the Additional library path field, enter the path to the Certificate Manager 
API \lib directory.

4. Click OK to save the project settings.

Modifying the Solaris or Linux Makefile

To modify the Solaris or Linux makefile:

1. Open the Solaris or Linux makefile in a text editor.

2. Enter the path to the Certificate Manager API /include directory to the 
INCLUDES variable. Replace:

INCLUDES=-Iinclude -I../include

with: 

INCLUDES=-Iinclude -I../include 
-I<path to Certificate Manager API include directory>

where path to Certificate Manager API include directory is the actual path to the 
/include directory.

3. Specify the libraries needed for linking. Before the line:

all: flatdemo.so ldapdemo.so acedemo.so

add the following line: 
PLUGINLIBS= -L<path to Certificate Manager API lib directory> 
-L/usr/local/lib/gcc-lib/sparc-sun-solaris2.6/2.95.2 -lxuda -lm 
-lstdc++ -ldl -lgcc -lc -lgen -lsocket -lnsl

where:
path to Certificate Manager API lib directory is the path to the /lib directory

/usr/local/lib/gcc-lib/sparc-sun-solaris2.6/2.95.2 is the path to the gcc 
libraries libstdc++.a and libgcc.a.

4. Modify the flatdemo.so target. Replace:

flatdemo.so: $(SRC_DIR)/common_util.o 
$(SRC_DIR)/flat_util.o $(SRC_DIR)/flatdemo.o
   $(LD) $(LDFLAGS) $(MAP_FILE) $(SRC_DIR)/common_util.o 
$(SRC_DIR)/flat_util.o 
   $(SRC_DIR)/flatdemo.o -o $@

with:

flatdemo.so: $(SRC_DIR)/common_util.o 
$(SRC_DIR)/flat_util.o $(SRC_DIR)/flatdemo.o
ld -G -z defs $(MAP_FILE) $(SRC_DIR)/common_util.o 
$(SRC_DIR)/flat_util.o 
$(SRC_DIR)/flatdemo.o -o $@ $(PLUGINLIBS)
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Glossary

Abstract Syntax Notation One (ASN.1)
Abstract Syntax Notation One (ASN.1) is an International Standards Organization 
(ISO) standard notation for defining the syntax of information data. It defines a 
number of simple data types and specifies a notation for referencing these types and 
for specifying values of these types.

ActiveX Control
ActiveX control is a software component that may be downloaded and installed 
automatically through a web browser, allowing web pages to utilize capabilities of the 
Windows operating system that they would ordinarily not have access to. ActiveX 
controls are typically signed with a digital certificate, allowing users to confidently 
establish the origin of the software before deciding to trust it.

Access Control Lists (ACL)
ACLs control who can access different parts of a system. In the RSA Digital 
Certificate Solution product suite, ACLs are used primarily to control who has access 
to files and directories on a web server.

Administration Server
A virtual web server that is a component of the RSA Certificate Manager and 
RSA Registration Manager Web Servers. The Administration Server is used by 
Administrators to manage Certificate Manager or Registration Manager via a web 
interface. The Administration Server requires client authentication. It also 
communicates securely with the Secure Directory Server.

Administrative CA
A CA created during RSA Certificate Manager installation. This CA signs the 
end-entity certificates for all RSA Certificate Manager Administrators, Vettors, and 
Auditors.

Administrative Certificate
An end-entity certificate issued to one of three Administrative types: Administrator, 
Vettor, and Auditor. RSA Certificate Manager Administrative certificates are signed 
by the Administrative CA; RSA Registration Manager Administrative certificates are 
signed by the CA of the Registration Manager initial target Jurisdiction.

Administrator
A person, possibly with an end-entity certificate, who has access to certain 
administration features through the Administration Server, which may include the CA 
Operations, Administrator Operations, and System Configuration Workbenches. 
Administrator tasks may include planning the PKI implementation, installing 
components of the RSA Digital Certificate Solution product suite, performing initial 
configuration, and managing the daily administration tasks.
The RSA Certificate Manager Administrator certificate is signed by the 
Administrative CA; the RSA Registration Manager Administrator certificate is signed 
by the CA of the Registration Manager initial target Jurisdiction.

Anonymity
The ability of participating entities to use public keys while revealing only that 
information that is pertinent to the situation.
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ARL
See Authority Revocation Lists.

ASN.1
See Abstract Syntax Notation One.

Attribute Certificate
A certificate that emphasizes the holder’s access rights and constraints. This is in 
contrast to identity certificates, which bind a distinguished name (DN) and a public 
key. Commonly, attribute certificates are issued with short validity periods and do not 
contain a public key value.

Auditor
A person with an end-entity certificate who has access to the auditor features on the 
Administration Server. Auditor tasks include viewing and managing the audit logs.
The RSA Certificate Manager Auditor certificate is signed by the Administrative CA; 
the RSA Registration Manager Auditor certificate is signed by the CA of the 
Registration Manager initial target Jurisdiction.

Audit Log
An XML-encoded tamper-resistant file generated by the Logging Server that details 
the success or failure of all PKI operations for which logging has been configured.

Authentication
Certificates are used to identify the author of a message or entity, such as a web server 
or client. People or applications who receive a certificate can verify the identity of the 
certificate owner and the validity of the certificate. This process is called 
authentication.

Authority Revocation List (ARL)
A list of CA certificates that have been revoked or suspended by a particular CA. You 
can use ARLs to check the status of CA certificates offline.

CA
See Certificate Authority.

CA Certificate
A certificate that identifies a CA. When a CA issues a certificate to a client, a server, 
or other entity, the CA private key signs the certificate. You can verify the signature 
using the public key in the CA certificate. See also root CA.

Certificate
Certificates verify the identity of an individual, organization, web server, or hardware 
device. They also ensure non-repudiation in business transactions, as well as to enable 
confidentiality through the use of public-key encryption. PKI uses three main kinds of 
certificates: CA certificates, server certificates (also referred to as SSL certificates), 
and end-entity certificates.

Certificate Authority (CA)
An entity that issues and manages certificates within a PKI. You create and manage 
CAs using a CA software application, such as RSA Certificate Manager.

Certificate Extension
See X.509 v3 Certificate Extension.
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Certificate Fingerprint
The MD5 of a DER-encoded certificate used to identify a certificate when setting 
LDAP and web server ACL rules.

Certificate ID
A certificate identifier used by RSA Certificate Manager to search for or label a 
certificate in the Secure Directory.

Certificate Management Protocol (CMP)
CMP (RFC 2510) is an Internet standard certificate management protocol that defines 
message syntax and semantics supporting many aspects of certificate creation and 
management. This includes registration, revocation, key update, key recovery, 
cross-certification, and many other features. This protocol provides an alternative to 
web-based certificate enrollment.

Certificate Policy (CP)
The conditions and limitations for the use of a digital certificate.

Certificate Profile
A set of extensions along with rules, constraints, and default values for the fields of 
the associated extensions. They are used in the vetting process, as well as to constrain 
and/or validate the information being entered into the certificate extensions.

Certificate Request Syntax (CRS)
CRS, Internet PKI Certificate Request Syntax, specifies an interface to public-key 
certification products and services based on PKCS #7 and PKCS #10. A small number 
of additional services are defined to supplement the core certificate request service. 
Current industry practice regarding the use of PKCS #7 and PKCS #10 is also 
documented for the benefit of the Internet community. In general, the use of PKCS #7 
in CRS is aligned to the Cryptographic Message Syntax (CMS) (RFC 2630), which 
provides a superset of the PKCS #7 syntax.
The above definition and further information is available at 
www.ietf.org/proceedings/98aug/I-D/draft-ietf-smime-crs-00.txt.

Certificate Revocation List (CRL)
A list of revoked and suspended certificates (CA or end-entity) for a particular CA. 
You can use CRLs to check the status of certificates offline. See also Complete CRL 
and Delta CRL.

Certification Practice Statement (CPS)
A CPS defines an organization’s security policies for the issuance and management of 
certificates.

Client Certificate
See End-Entity Certificate.

Complete CRL
A list that contains the serial numbers of certificates that a CA has revoked or 
suspended.

CRL
See Certificate Revocation List.
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CRL Server
A virtual web server host that is a component of the RSA Certificate Manager Web 
Server. The CRL Server is used by Certificate Manager as a publishing site for CRLs 
and ARLs for HTTP-based CRL and ARL retrieval respectively. It is not 
SSL-enabled.

Cross-Certificate
A certificate issued by one CA to another CA that allows users to determine the 
trustworthiness of certificates issued by the other CA. 

Cryptographic Provider
The library the RSA Digital Certificate Solution product uses for private-key 
cryptographic operations (such as key pair generation and digital signatures). The 
method is either software-based or hardware-based.

Data Encryption Standard (DES)
A National Institute of Standards & Technology (NIST) standard for secret key 
cryptography that uses a 56-bit key. DES is based on an IBM algorithm that was 
further developed by the U.S. National Security Agency. It is a block cipher, which 
breaks text into 64-bit blocks before encrypting it. There are several DES encryption 
modes.
DES encryption and decryption are very fast and widely used. The secret key may be 
used repeatedly, or it can be randomly generated for each session, in which case the 
new key is transmitted to the recipient using a public key cryptography method such 
as RSA. For more information, see the standard at 
http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/fips/fips46-3/fips46-3.pdf.

Digital Signature Algorithm (DSA)
The algorithm used in the Digital Signature Standard (DSS) created by the U.S. 
government. For more information, see the standard designation FIPS 
186-2+ChangeNotice at 
http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/fips/fips186-2/fips186-2-change1.pdf.

Directory
LDAP-based directories are databases that can be used to search for and retrieve 
attribute-value pairs. Directories can be configured to use (or support) authentication 
and access control protection. The schema of a directory describes the objects in the 
directory. The Secure Directory schema defines objects that support PKI.

Distinguished Encoding Rules (DER)
An ASN.1 encoding standard used for signature calculation for end-entity certificates 
and revocation lists (that is, CRLs, delta CRLs and ARLs). Also known as Binary.

Distinguished Name (DN)
The combination of attributes in a certificate forms the certificate DN. The following 
attributes are the most commonly used attributes:
• Common Name
• User ID
• E-mail Address 
• Organizational Unit
• Organization
• Locality
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• State or Province
• Country
• Domain Component
To avoid potential problems, all CAs in the PKI, including trusted CAs, should have a 
unique DN.

Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC)
A form of public key cryptography based on elliptic curve mathematics. ECC keys 
can be smaller than other keys while still providing the same degree of protection. 
Because of their smaller size, ECC computations tend to take less time and resources. 
These factors make ECC an attractive choice for systems such as embedded devices or 
smart cards, where resources such as RAM and CPU power can be severely 
constrained.

Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA)
The Digital Signature Algorithm (DSA) standard implemented using elliptic curve 
cryptography (ECC).

Elliptic Curves A and B
Elliptic curves A and B are the types of ECC curves that are supported in 
RSA Certificate Manager. For further information, see the IEEE standard P1363, 
“Standard Specifications for Public Key Cryptography.”

End-Entity Certificate
A certificate issued to an entity that cannot itself issue certificates (that is, the entity is 
not a CA). Because the entity that requests such a certificate is sometimes referred to 
as the client, end-entity certificates are sometimes called client certificates.

End User (or End-Entity)
An individual, group, or organization that either requests or holds an end-entity 
certificate. An end user can also be an individual who requests an end-entity 
certificate for a hardware device (such as a router), a server, a software application, or 
a piece of code. An end user that requests a certificate is sometimes called a requestor. 
An end user that is issued a certificate is sometimes called a certificate owner, 
certificate subject, or end-entity. An end user that relies upon someone else’s 
certificate to verify that person’s identity is sometimes called an end user, certificate 
user, or relying party.

Enrollment Server
A virtual web server host that is a component of the RSA Certificate Manager or 
Registration Manager Web Server. The Enrollment Server offers a 
server-authenticated site where public users (clients) can make certificate requests, 
retrieve issued certificates, and download CA certificates. The Enrollment Server has 
limited access to the Secure Directory Server.

Enterprise
An organization that uses computers and applications. In general use, this term is 
applied to businesses or organizations that operate on a large scale. Applications that 
are designed for these organizations are often referred to as enterprise applications.

Entity
A person, organization, or device (such as a router). In a PKI, an entity may be thought 
of as anything you can issue a certificate to.
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Extended Validation Certificate
A certificate issued to a web site so that its users can confirm the identity of the entity 
that controls the web site. EV certificates must meet the requirements in Guidelines 
for Extended Validation Certificates, established by the CA/Browser Forum. For more 
information, go to the CA/Browser Forum web site at 
http://www.cabforum.org/documents.html.

Extension
See X.509 v3 Certificate Extension.

FASC-N
FASC-N is the Federal Agency Smart Credential Number, which uniquely identifies 
each Personal Identity Verification (PIV) card. It is part of the Cardholder Unique 
Identification file (CHUID) and is the primary identification string used on all 
government issued credentials. For more information, see the standard at 
http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/fips/fips201-1/FIPS-201-1-chng1.pdf.

FIPS 140-1 Level 2 & 3
FIPS 140-2 Level 2 & 3

A standard developed by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) 
for implementation of cryptographic modules. Level 3 provides greater security than 
Level 2.

Firewall
A system designed to prevent unauthorized access to or from a private network.

Fully Qualified Domain Name (FQDN)
The full name of a system, consisting of its local hostname and its domain name. For 
example, “venera” is a hostname and “venera.isi.edu” is the FQDN. 

GOST
GOST (Gosudarstvenii Standart) refers to the Russian Government Standard for 
cryptographic protection for Data Protection Systems. Software products exported to 
Russia require the use of the GOST algorithm in order to be offered for sale. 
The GOST algorithm is supplied through the use of the Crypto-Pro Cryptographic 
Service Provider (CSP) v1.2.

Hardware Security Module (HSM)
The module that performs cryptographic functions and stores cryptographic keys in a 
secure fashion.

Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP)
A set of rules for exchanging files (text, graphic images, sound, video, and other 
multimedia files) on the World Wide Web. 
Web browsers are HTTP clients that send requests to server machines. Users enter 
page requests by either typing a URL or clicking a hypertext link. The browser builds 
an HTTP request for the user and sends it to the Internet Protocol (IP) address 
indicated in the URL. The HTTP daemon in the destination server receives the request 
and, after any necessary processing, returns the requested page. See also HTTPS.

HTTPS
HTTP over an SSL/TLS connection.
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Identity Certificate
A certificate that links a public key value to a real-world entity such as a person, a 
computer, or a web server. Server certificates, CA certificates, and most end-entity 
certificates are all examples of identity certificates.

Issuing
The act of signing a certificate request with the private key of a CA to create a 
certificate.

Jurisdiction
A Jurisdiction is a set of configurations that define the form and content of the 
certificates issued under it, the life cycle management of those certificates, and the 
look and feel users will find when enrolling.

Key Pair
A public key and a private key associated with an entity that needs to authenticate its 
identity electronically or to sign or encrypt data. The public key is published, and the 
corresponding private key is kept secret. You can only decrypt data encrypted with the 
public key with the private key.

Key Recovery
The process of recovering a private decryption key from a secure archive for the 
purposes of recovering data that has been encrypted with the corresponding 
encryption key.

Key Recovery Operator (KRO)
An entity involved in the recovery of private keys through the use of tokens or smart 
cards. A configurable minimum number of KROs are required to access the hardware 
security module (HSM) individually within a specific time period.

Key Size
The size (in bits) of the key pair. A larger key size provides greater security. 
RSA Certificate Manager and RSA Registration Manager supports 1024, 2048, and 
4096 bit keys.

LDAP Directory
An LDAP-based directory is a database. You can search for and retrieve 
attribute-value pairs. You can configure directories to use (or support) authentication 
and access control protection. The schema of a directory describes the objects in the 
directory.

LDAPS
LDAP over SSL/TLS Connection.

Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP)
The standard Internet protocol for accessing directory servers over a network. LDAP 
is a “lightweight” (smaller amount of overhead) version of Directory Access Protocol 
(DAP), which is part of X.500, a standard for directory services in a network. There 
are two currently supported versions, LDAP versions 2.0 and 3.0. See also LDAPS.

Load Balancer
A software or hardware product that routes incoming data to one of a number of 
possible resources or applications.
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Logging Server
The Logging Server records PKI events for one or more client applications such as the 
Secure Directory Server. Event data is stored in a signed log file that can be verified 
and exported in XML or comma-separated value format.

Message Digest 5 (MD5)
An algorithm for creating a cryptographic hash (or “fingerprint”) of a message or data. 
MD5 can also refer to the value resulting from the application of the MD5 algorithm. 
A certificate MD5 value is unique to that certificate, and is often used to identify a 
certificate when setting LDAP and web server ACL rules.

MofN
A process of key encryption where a private key is split into N shares to be stored on a 
hardware device such as a token. M can be any value between 1 and to N. M shares 
are required to reconstitute the private key.

Nickname
A user-friendly character string that uniquely identifies a CA or CRL signer.

Non-repudiation
A concept that prevents the author of a message from denying having created that 
message at a later date (that is, repudiation cannot occur). Digital signatures help 
ensure the non-repudiation of transactions.

OCSP
See Online Certificate Status Protocol.

OCSP Client
The entity that issues a certificate status request to an OCSP responder. The OCSP 
client suspends acceptance of the certificate until the responder returns the certificate 
status.

OCSP Request
A client issues an OCSP request to obtain the status of a certificate. The client 
suspends acceptance of the certificate until it receives an OCSP response.

OCSP Responder
The OCSP Responder accepts certificate status requests from OCSP-enabled clients, 
looks up a certificate status in a CA database, and responds with the current certificate 
status.

OCSP Response
Once an OCSP response is received by the client who issued the OCSP request, the 
certificate is accepted by the client.

Online Certificate Status Protocol (OCSP)
A protocol, defined in RFC 2560, that enables applications to check the status of a 
certificate every time the certificate is used. If you configure your PKI to use OCSP, 
CRLs are unnecessary for end users.

Online Validation
Online validation occurs when a CA can be queried directly about the validity of a 
certificate every time the certificate is used. 
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Operator Card Set (OCS)
A card set within the nCipher security world that is used to generate, protect, and 
access the private keys created within it.

Persistent
If an OCS is made persistent, the keys protected by a member card remain in the HSM 
after the card has been removed from the card reader. By default, an OCS is 
non-persistent. An OCS can be made persistent or non-persistent at creation only.

PIV NACI
PIV NACI is Personal Identity Verification National Agency Check with Written 
Inquiries. Identity credentials issued to individuals without a completed NACI can be 
electronically distinguishable from identity credentials issued to individuals who have 
a completed investigation, based on the PIV NACI indicator extension.

PKCS #7
The Cryptographic Message Syntax Standard. For more information on the standard, 
go to www.rsa.com/rsalabs/pkcs/pkcs-7/.

PKCS #9
The Selected Attribute Types Standard. For more information on the standard, go to 
www.rsa.com/rsalabs/pkcs/pkcs-9/.

PKCS #10
The Certification Request Syntax Standard. For more information on the standard, go 
to www.rsa.com/rsalabs/pkcs/pkcs-10/.

PKCS #11
The Cryptographic Token Interface Standard. For more information on the standard, 
go to www.rsa.com/rsalabs/pkcs/pkcs-11/.

PKCS #12
The Personal Information Exchange Syntax Standard. For more information on the 
standard, go to www.rsa.com/rsalabs/pkcs/pkcs-12/.

PKIX
The evolving Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) standard for PKI using X.509 
certificates. For more information on the standard, go to 
www.ietf.org/html.charters/pkix-charter.html/.

Privacy Enhanced Mail (PEM) format
PEM was originally created to provide secure e-mail services on the Internet, but it 
became too unwieldy for widespread use. Now, “PEM format” usually refers to the 
Base64 encoding algorithm that was part of the PEM proposal.
PEM encoding is useful for presenting binary data in a text-readable form. (For 
example, to allow you to copy and paste data between applications.) Also known as 
Base64.

Private Key
The private part of a public-key key pair. With RSA Certificate Manager and 
RSA Registration Manager, private keys are generated on the client whenever a 
certificate request is madePrivate keys must be securely stored to prevent 
unauthorized access and accidental deletion.
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A digital signature involves encrypting a message digest with a private key and allows 
anyone with the corresponding public key to decrypt the message digest to be certain 
of who sent the message and that it has not been tampered with.
You can decrypt information encrypted with a public key with the corresponding 
private key.

Public Key
The public and widely distributed part of a public-key key pair. For example, a 
certificate contains information about the certificate subject, the certificate signer, and 
a public key value. In general, you can only decrypt information encrypted with a 
public key with the corresponding private key.

Public-Key Cryptography Standards (PKCS)
A set of standard protocols developed by RSA for making secure information 
exchange possible. The standards include RSA encryption, password-based 
encryption, and cryptographic message syntax. For more information on the standard, 
go to www.rsa.com/rsalabs/pkcs/.

Public Key Infrastructure (PKI)
A system for publishing, distributing, and managing the public key values used in 
public key cryptography. All PKIs involve issuing public key certificates to 
individuals, organizations, and other entities and verifying that these certificates are 
valid.

Qualified Certificate
An end-entity certificate whose primary purpose is to identify a person with a high 
level of assurance in public non-repudiation services. For more information on the 
standard, go to www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc3739.txt?number=3739.
For more information on the European Telecommunications Standards Institute 
(ETSI) Technical Specification (TS) for the use of Qualified Certificates, No. 101 862 
v1.2.1, go to www.etsi.org/.

Registration Authority (RA)
An entity that performs registration services on behalf of a CA. RAs work with a 
particular CA to vet requests for certificates that will then be issued by the CA.

Revocation
Revoking a certificate invalidates it and removes all of its privileges in the PKI. 
Revocation is necessary if the CA administrator wants to invalidate the certificate 
before it expires. Administrators revoke certificates by marking them as invalid in the 
Secure Directory. Users of the PKI are notified of the revoked status a certificate 
during online validation or with revocation lists.
Revoking a CA invalidates the CA certificate and removes all the PKI privileges of 
the CA. Revoke a CA only if you have organizational-based security concerns and 
only as a last resort.

Revocation List Signer
An entity that signs complete CRLs, delta CRLs, and ARLs for a specific CA. An 
Administrator can designate a particular entity or the CA itself. 

Rivest-Shamir-Adleman (RSA)
A highly secure cryptography method created by the three founders of RSA: 
Professors Ronald L. Rivest, Adi Shamir, and Leonard M. Adleman.
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RSA uses a two-part key. The private key is kept by the owner; the public key is 
published. Data that is encrypted using the recipient’s public key can only be 
decrypted by the recipient’s private key, and vice-versa.
The RSA algorithm is computation intensive. Therefore, it is often used to create a 
digital envelope, which holds an RSA-encrypted symmetric key (often DES) and 
symmetric key-encrypted data. This method encrypts the secret symmetric key so that 
it can be transmitted over the network, but encrypts and decrypts the actual message 
using the much faster symmetric key algorithm.
The RSA algorithm is also used for authentication using digital signatures. In this 
case, the sender’s private key is used for signing, and the sender’s public key is used 
for verification. The RSA algorithm is also implemented in hardware. As RSA chips 
get faster, RSA encoding and decoding will add less overhead to the operation.

Root Bind
Clients normally identify themselves when binding (connecting) to an LDAP server 
(anonymous connections are also possible). Access control rules allow access to be 
granted to the directory information tree on the basis of the client's identity. A client 
may connect with root privileges if it identifies itself as the root user and has the 
necessary credentials to authenticate itself as such.
Clients binding as root are not subject to the normal access control rules and may read 
or write to any part of the directory information tree.
To bind as root, a client must know the name of the root user. In addition, it must have 
the corresponding password, or a specific X.509 client certificate from which the root 
name can be derived. 

root CA
A CA whose certificate is self-signed (that is, the issuer and the subject are the same). 
A root CA is at the top of a hierarchy.

SCEP Server
A virtual web server host that implements the Simple Certificate Enrollment Protocol, 
and provides a means for clients (primarily IPSec hardware and software agents) to 
obtain CA certificates and revocation lists, and to enroll for end-entity certificates. 
The SCEP Server is used by RSA Certificate Manager both as an enrollment 
mechanism and as a repository for end-entity certificates to be retrieved by routers and 
standalone devices with little non-volatile memory. It is not SSL-enabled. Security 
and authentication are enforced through the use of signed and encrypted PKCS #7 
messages. The SCEP Server has limited access to the Secure Directory Server.

Schema
A schema describes an object and its attributes in LDAP directories such as the 
RSA Certificate Manager or RSA Registration Manager Secure Directory.

Secure Directory Server
A secure LDAP directory that stores all of the information for your PKI. The Secure 
Directory publishes certificates and is used as a read-only repository for public users.

Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA-1)
An algorithm developed by the U.S. National Institute of Standards & Technology 
(NIST). SHA-1 is used to create a cryptographic hash (or “fingerprint”) of a message 
or data. SHA-1 is considered to be somewhat stronger than MD5. SHA-1 is defined in 
FIPS Publication 180-2, the Secure Hash Standard (SHS).
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Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA-256)
An algorithm developed by the U.S. National Security Agency (NSA). SHA-256 
operates in the same manner as MD5 and SHA-1 and creates a 256-bit cryptographic 
hash of a message or data. SHA-256 is considered to be stronger than SHA-1.

Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA-384)
An algorithm developed by the U.S. National Security Agency (NSA). SHA-384 is a 
variant of SHA-512 and creates a 384-bit cryptographic hash of a message or data. 
SHA-384 is considered to be stronger than SHA-1.

Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA-512)
An algorithm developed by the U.S. National Security Agency (NSA). SHA-512 is a 
variant of SHA-256 and creates a 512-bit cryptographic hash of a message or data. 
SHA-512 is considered to be much stronger than SHA-1.

Secure Sockets Layer (SSL)
A protocol layer created by Netscape to manage the security of message transmissions 
in a network. Security is achieved through encryption. “Sockets” refers to the sockets 
method of passing data back and forth between client and server programs in a 
network or between program layers in the same computer.

Secured Electronic Information in Society (SEIS)
The name of a non-profit organization in Sweden, working on implementing a 
common and open infrastructure to make communications in an open network, such as 
the Internet, secure. SEIS, founded in 1995, has developed a concept and the strategy 
to implement IT security for commercial use on a worldwide scale.

Security World
A security world consists of at least one hardware module, a set of smart cards, and 
encrypted data stored on a computer.

Server Certificate
An end-entity certificate issued to a server. Servers present their certificates to web 
browsers so browsers can verify (authenticate) the identity of the server. Server 
certificates are sometimes called SSL or TLS certificates.

Signing
A process by which a digital signature is affixed to a file, document, or certificate as 
proof that it has not been tampered with and that the author is who claims to be the 
author.

Simple Certificate Enrollment Protocol (SCEP)
A PKI communication protocol that supports the secure issuance of certificates to 
routers and other standalone devices in a scalable manner by using PKCS #7 and 
PKCS #10. 

S/MIME
Microsoft and Netscape include S/MIME in the latest versions of their e-mail clients. 
Other vendors of message products also endorse S/MIME.
MIME itself, described in the IETF standard RFC 1521, defines the structure of an 
electronic message. S/MIME allows the message body to include encryption 
information and a digital certificate. S/MIME has extended the syntax provided in 
PKCS #7. For more information on the standard, go to 
www.ietf.org/html.charters/smime-charter.html.
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SSL Client Authentication
The process whereby a server authenticates a client by verifying the end-entity 
certificate presented by the client during SSL operations.

SSL-LDAP
See LDAPS.

SSL Server Authentication
The process whereby a client application authenticates a server by verifying the 
certificate chain presented by the server during SSL operations, starting with a CA 
trusted by the client.

Status
The validity of a certificate: active, reinstated, revoked, or suspended.

Suspension
The process of marking a certificate as temporarily invalid. The end user presenting 
the suspended certificate is denied access where the certificate previously allowed 
access. Reinstating a certificate returns all removed PKI privileges.
Suspending a CA certificate marks it as temporarily invalid and removes all PKI 
privileges of the CA. Reinstating a CA certificate returns all removed PKI privileges.

System CA
The CA created during installation of RSA Certificate Manager to issue the server 
certificates for the System Web Servers and the certificates for accessing back-end 
functionality, either through the Web Servers, the Logging Server, or RSA Certificate 
Manager API applications. The System CA also signs the Administrative CA 
certificate. The System CA should not be used after installation except to re-sign the 
certificates it issued during installation.

System Log
An operating system-specific file that RSA Certificate Manager or RSA Registration 
Manager uses to record systemic events not related to regular operations or 
configuration changes.

Trace Log
A file containing information suitable for debugging purposes.

Transport Layer Security (TLS)
Internet protocol that provides privacy between server and client. TLS ensures that no 
third party may eavesdrop or tamper with any message. TLS is the successor to SSL; 
however, they are not interoperable.

UTF-8 Encoding
An ASCII compatible multibyte Unicode and UCS encoding, used by current 
browsers, Java and Plan 9.

Validation
The process of verifying that a certificate is valid. Validation can occur online or 
through the use of revocation lists.

Vetting
The process of reviewing a certificate request, verifying the information provided in it, 
and determining if a certificate should be issued. RAs may be used to vet certificates 
for CAs in large PKIs.
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Vettor
A person with an end-entity certificate who has vetting access to one or more 
Jurisdictions of one or more CAs through the Certificate Operations Workbench. 
Vettors are the trusted individuals within an organization that review requests for 
end-entity certificates. Vettors determine whether the RSA Certificate Manager or 
RSA Registration Manager should issue a certificate. Vettors also manage the status of 
certificates after they are issued.
The Certificate Manager Vettor certificate is signed by the Administrative CA; the 
Registration Manager Vettor certificate is signed by the CA of the Registration 
Manager initial target Jurisdiction.

Web of Trust
In an unstructured PKI, if enough CAs issue certificates that bind a particular name to 
a particular key, then another CA can accept that binding based on the trust that exists 
between the other CAs.

Web Server
An Apache-based server that is the primary interface to RSA Certificate Manager and 
RSA Registration Manager.

X.509
An International Standards Organization (ISO) standard that describes a basic 
electronic format for digital certificates.

X.509 v3 Certificate Extension
Certificate extensions, including extensions for PKIX, SET, and SSL. The 
RSAValidation Solution supports X.509 v3 that conform to version 3 of the X.509 
standard and specify additional constraints or capabilities on the certificate subject.

X-Parse
A template-based HTML extension language. It is used to compose web-based 
PKI-enabled applications.

XUDA Template
A XUDA template is a scripted HTML file. Each template combines regular HTML 
with scripting tags from the RSA X-Parse server-side scripting language, in much the 
same way that Java Server Pages combine regular HTML with JSP scripting tags. The 
X-Parse tags embedded in the HTML are parsed by the RSA Certificate Manager and 
RSA Registration Manager Web Servers, and the fully formed HTML result is 
returned to the browser.

Xudad
See Secure Directory Server.
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Acronyms

ACL access control list

AES Advanced Encryption Standard

API application programming interface

ARL authority revocation list

ASN.1 Abstract Syntax Notation One

CA certificate authority

CGI common gateway interface

CMP certificate management protocol

CP certificate policy

CPS certification practice statement

CRL certificate revocation list

CRMF certificate request message format

CRS certificate request syntax

CSR certificate signing request

DER Distinguished Encoding Rules

DES Data Encryption Standard

DH Diffie-Hellman

DIB directory information base

DSA Digital Signature Algorithm

ECC elliptic curve cryptography

ECDSA Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm

ETSI European Telecommunications Standards Institute

EV Extended Validation

FQDN fully qualified domain name

GAL Global Address List

GLB greatest lower bound
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GOST Gosudarstvenii Standart (Russian Equivalent of ANSI)

GUI graphical user interface

HSM hardware security module

HTML Hypertext Markup Language

HTTP Hypertext Transfer Protocol

HTTPS Hypertext Transfer Protocol (over an SSL connection)

IDS interoperability datasheet

I18N Internationalization

IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers

IETF Internet Engineering Task Force

IME Input Method Editors

IPSec IP Security Protocol

ISO International Standards Organization

ITU/CCITT International Telecommunication Union

KRO Key Recovery Operator

LDAP Lightweight Directory Access Protocol

MD5 Message Digest 5

MSIE Microsoft Internet Explorer

NES Netscape Enterprise Server

OCS Operator Card Set

PCI Peripheral Component Interconnect

PEM Privacy Enhanced Mail format

PIN personal identification number

PKCS Public-Key Cryptography Standards

PKI public key infrastructure

PKIX Public Key Infrastructure (X.509)

POP proof of possession

RA registration authority

RAM random access memory
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RSA Rivest-Shamir-Adleman

RSA-PSS RSA - Probabilistic Signature Scheme

S/MIME Secure Multi-Purpose Internet Mail Extensions

SCEP Simple Certificate Enrollment Protocol

SDK software development kit

SEIS Secured Electronic Information in Society

SHA-1

SHA-256

SHA-384

SHA-512

Secure Hash Algorithms

SPKAC Signed Public Key and Challenge

SSL Secure Sockets Layer

SSL-LDAP Lightweight Directory Access Protocol over a Secure Sockets 
Layer connection

UCS Universal Character Set (the superset of all other character sets)

URI Uniform Resource Identifier

URL Uniform Resource Locator

UTF-8 Universal Transformation Format

VPN virtual private network

XML Extensible Markup Language
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approve request, 19
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Authentication Broker API, 64
interface to RSA Key Recovery 
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retrieval via flat file sample plug-in, 54
retrieval via LDAP sample plug-in, 55, 
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retrieve certificate, 13
types supported by CGI, 32
types supported by CMP, 73

authentication
Authentication Broker procedure, 58, 
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automatic procedure, 11
CGI procedure, 53
CMP procedure, 71
end user’s identity, 12
key recovery, 34
manual procedure, 11
multiple-factor procedure, 14, 58, 63
RSA Authentication API, 64
server parameters, 39
setup method, 60

Authentication Broker
Authentication Broker API, 64
data structure, 65
DNS entry, 64
functions, 66
introduction to, 63
kab_struct structure, 65
KeonAceBrokerClientMain, 66
KeonAceBrokerCodeString, 66
multiple-factor authentication, 58, 63
result codes, 65
session process, 67
starting and stopping, 64
system requirements, 64

B
browsers

comparing, 44
KCSOSE_BROWSER, 38
Microsoft Internet Explorer, 44
variables supplied by, 29

C
certificate

attribute retrieval, 13
certificate management protocol

CMP plug-ins, 71
See also CMP

certificate profiles
use in flat file sample plug-in, 54

certificates
X.509 DER format, 33

CGI program
attribute types, 32
authentication, 53
Authentication sample plug-in, 9, 56
compared with CMP procedure, 71
compared with manual procedure, 11
files used by, 77, 89
flat file sample plug-in, 9, 54
HTML files, 43
installation procedure, 17
KCSOSNVInterface structure, 23
LDAP sample plug-in, 9, 55
multiple-factor authentication, 14
overview of, 12
plug-in samples, 9
program files, 77
program process, 12
using a sample plug-in, 58
using Authentication Broker with, 63
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CMP
3gpp plug-in, 75
attribute types, 73
authentication, 71
files used by, 88
flat file plug-in, 9, 71, 74
plug-in attributes, 72
plug-in configuration, 75
plug-ins, 9
program files, 88
RSA Certificate Manager plug-in, 9, 

71, 73
shared secrets, 73
solution, 71
writing custom plug-ins, 76

CMP Server
installation, 21
plug-ins, 14

CMP Server directory
conf, 88
osa, 88

configuration files, 75
used by CGI program, 78
used by CMP, 88

constants
reserved variable names, 27
return values, 37
RSA OneStep API, 27

CRLs
distribution points, 40

D
DeleteEntry, 24
demonstration plug-ins

CGI Authentication sample plug-in, 56
CGI flat file sample plug-in, 54
CGI LDAP sample plug-in, 55
implementation sample, 58

developer
definition of, 10

DN
CGI LDAP sample plug-in, 55
KCSOSD_CERTDN, 32
KCSOSD_EMAIL_DN, 28

E
e-mail

attribute type, 32, 73
RFC_822 address, 28

end user
definition of, 10

end-entity
definition of, 10

F
FetchValueByIndex, 24
FetchValueByName, 24
functions

callback, 24
DeleteEntry, 24
FetchValueByIndex, 24
FetchValueByName, 24
InsertEntry, 24

H
hardware security module (HSM), 29
HTML

hidden fields, 51
input form tags, 50
output, 51
page interaction, 50

HTTP
POST method, 50

I
InsertEntry, 24
installation

certificate, 14
RSA OneStep, 17

J
Jurisdiction

certificates issued from, 15, 16, 17
create and configure, 18
KCSOSD_JURISDICTION, 28
KCSOSD_JURISDICTION_ID, 28, 72
KCSOSE_JURISDICTION, 38
key recovery, 40

Jurisdiction name
use in flat file sample plug-in, 54

K
KAB_ACCESS_DENIED, 65
KAB_AUTHENTICATED, 65
KAB_GENERATED_PIN, 65
KAB_HANDLE_NOT_VALID, 65
KAB_INTERNAL_ERROR, 65
KAB_INVALID_INPUT, 65
KAB_NEW_PASSCODE, 65
KAB_NEW_PIN, 65
KAB_NEW_PIN_ACCEPTED, 65
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KAB_NEW_PIN_REJECTED, 65
KAB_NEW_PIN_REQUIRED, 65
KAB_NEW_REQUEST, 65
KAB_NEXT_CODE, 65
KAB_NEXT_CODE_REQUIRED, 65
kab_struct, 65
KAB_UNKNOWN, 65
KCSOSC_ALIAS, 28
KCSOSD_ACTIVEXCONTROL_CLASSI

D, 36
KCSOSD_ACTIVEXCONTROL_CODEB

ASE, 36
KCSOSD_ACTIVEXCONTROL_VERSIO

N, 36
KCSOSD_CAMACHINE, 39
KCSOSD_CAPORT, 39
KCSOSD_CERTDN, 32, 73
KCSOSD_COMMONNAME, 28
KCSOSD_COUNTRY, 30
KCSOSD_CRYPTO_PROVIDERS, 29
KCSOSD_EMAIL_ALTNAME, 28
KCSOSD_EMAIL_DN, 28
KCSOSD_EMPLOYEEID, 31
KCSOSD_ENCR_SHA1DIGEST, 36
KCSOSD_ERROR_STATUS, 39
KCSOSD_EXTENSION, 31
KCSOSD_GIVENNAME, 29
KCSOSD_INCLUDE_ACTIVEXCONTRO

L, 36
KCSOSD_JURISDICTION, 28
KCSOSD_JURISDICTION_ID, 28, 72
KCSOSD_KEY_ID, 72
KCSOSD_KEYUSAGE, 31
KCSOSD_KKRMENABLED, 36
KCSOSD_KRCERT_CN_APPENDSTRIN

G, 34
KCSOSD_KRCERT_GENERATE, 34
KCSOSD_KRP12, 33
KCSOSD_KRP12_DISPLAY_PASSPHRA

SE, 35
KCSOSD_KRP12_ENCRYPT_PASSPHRA

SE, 34
KCSOSD_LOCALITY, 30
KCSOSD_MS_EXCHANGE_ENABLE, 3

5
KCSOSD_MS_EXCHANGE_VERSION,

35
KCSOSD_MS_INSTALLENCRYPTBUTT

ON, 36

KCSOSD_MS_INSTALLSIGNBUTTON,
36

KCSOSD_MS_PROFILENAME, 36
KCSOSD_MS_PUBLISH_ENABLE, 35
KCSOSD_MS_PUBLISH_HOST, 35
KCSOSD_MS_PUBLISH_PORT, 35
KCSOSD_MS_SETCERTIFICATES, 35
KCSOSD_MS_SETENCRYPTDEFAULT,

36
KCSOSD_MS_SETSIGNDEFAULT, 36
KCSOSD_ORGANIZATION, 30
KCSOSD_ORGANIZATIONALUNIT, 30
KCSOSD_P7_X509, 33
KCSOSD_PLUGIN_STATUS, 39
KCSOSD_POP_REQUIRED, 72
KCSOSD_PROFILE, 30
KCSOSD_PROFILE_ID, 30, 72
KCSOSD_PUBLICKEY, 29
KCSOSD_SHARED_SECRET, 72
KCSOSD_SIGN_SHA1DIGEST, 36
KCSOSD_SSLCERTIFICATE, 39
KCSOSD_SSLKEY, 39
KCSOSD_SSLKEY_PASSPHRASE, 29
KCSOSD_STATEPROVINCE, 30
KCSOSD_SURNAME, 29
KCSOSD_VALIDAFTER, 30
KCSOSD_VALIDITY, 30
KCSOSD_X509, 33
KCSOSE_ADVANCE, 38
KCSOSE_BROWSER, 38
KCSOSE_BUFFEROVERFLOW, 37
KCSOSE_FAILURE, 37
KCSOSE_GENERATE_CERTIFICATE, 3

7
KCSOSE_INCOMPLETE, 38
KCSOSE_INTERNAL, 37
KCSOSE_INVALIDPTR, 37
KCSOSE_JURISDICTION, 38
KCSOSE_NOMATCH, 37
KCSOSE_PINREQUIRED, 38
KCSOSE_PLUGINLOAD, 38
KCSOSE_PROFILE, 39
KCSOSE_RECOVERY_NOT_AVAILABL

E, 38
KCSOSE_RECOVERY_REQUIRES_AUT

HCERT, 38
KCSOSE_SUCCESS, 37
KCSOSE_UNABLE, 38
KCSOSE_VERSION, 37
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KCSOSExchange
definition, 26
return values, 37
source file, 86
use in Authentication CGI sample plug-

in, 57
use in CMP solution, 72, 76
use in flat file sample plug-in, 55
use in HTML files, 50
use in LDAP sample plug-in, 56

KCSOSFinalize
definition, 27
return values, 37
source file, 86
use in Authentication CGI sample plug-

in, 57
use in CMP solution, 76
use in flat file sample plug-in, 55
use in LDAP sample plug-in, 56

KCSOSInitialize
definition, 25
return values, 37
source file, 86
use in Authentication CGI sample plug-

in, 57
use in CMP solution, 76
use in flat file sample plug-in, 55
use in LDAP sample plug-in, 56

KCSOSNVInterface, 23
KeonAceBrokerClientMain, 66
KeonAceBrokerCodeString, 66
KeyID, 73

L
LDAP

CGI sample plug-in, 9, 55
directory server setup, 58
security issues, 15

M
Message Digest 5 (MD5)

KeyID use, 72
shared secret use, 72
use in custom CMP plug-ins, 76

Microsoft Exchange/Outlook Support, 35, 
41

multiple-factor authentication, 14, 58, 63

N
NVList, 24

O
OneStep

See RSA OneStep

P
parameters

key recovery, 33
Microsoft Exchange/Outlook 

Support, 35
server authentication, 39
SSL key decryption, 29

plug-in
3gpp CMP, 75
CGI Authentication sample, 9, 56
CGI flat file sample, 9, 54
CGI LDAP sample, 9, 55
CMP flat file, 9, 71, 74
CMP-RSA Certificate Manager, 9
implementation sample, 58
RSA Certificate Manager-CMP, 73
version, 25

private key
SSL certificate, 87

program files
CGI, 77
CMP, 88

R
return values

server authentication, 39
storage, 39

RSA Certificate Manager
CMP Server, 14
planning an implementation, 15
restarting Administration Server, 21
setting up, 18
setting up Enrollment Server, 20

RSA Key Recovery Manager
installation with RSA OneStep, 16

RSA OneStep
working with RSA Certificate 

Manager, 12
working with RSA Keon Web 

PassPort, 16
working with RSA Key Recovery 

Manager, 15
working with RSA Registration 

Manager, 12
RSA OneStep API, 23–42
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RSA OneStep directory
bin, 77, 89
cgi-bin, 77
cmpserver/osa, 88
htmldocs, 78
include, 78
plug-ins, 78
samples, 79

RSA OneStep subdirectory
samples/data, 80
samples/htmldocs, 81
samples/include, 85
samples/lib, 85
samples/source, 86

RSA Registration Manager
restarting Administration Server, 21
setting up Enrollment Server, 20

S
security issues, 15
SSL

certificate file, 88
files used, 87

Subject DN
attribute types, 73

supported browsers
Microsoft Internet Explorer, 16
Mozilla, 16
Mozilla Firefox, 16

system requirements
Authentication Broker, 64
browser support, 16

V
validity start time, 42
variables

control code, 52
key recovery parameters, 33
Microsoft Exchange/Outlook Support 

parameters, 35
optional, 30
optional certificate attributes, 32
reserved names, 27
SSL key decryption parameter, 29
supplied by browser, 29

version
plug-in, 25

Vettor
register KeyID or shared secret, 73
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